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Dear Parents  

There are 35 speed tests meant for students studying in class 3 to class 6.  

The idea is to make your child answer questions quickly and correctly. These tests 
help your children to solve problems with speed and accuracy.  

We can equip our children from a young age itself to take on entrance exams for 
professional courses and competitive exams for jobs. 

These tests are excellent brain training exercises. Your child also develops the 
ability to have attention for details. It helps the children to tackle different kinds 
of problems with confidence.  

It is important that you time these tests. Find out how much time your child takes 
to do each test. The test should be done only when the child is relaxed and has 
some free time. Each test should be done at a stretch.  

Answers are provided at the end of every 5 tests.  

We hope your children would enjoy doing these tests.  

Amrita Vidyalayam Team  
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Speed Test 1    
This test is to be done at a stretch. So do this test when you have some time to 
spare. Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness 
are required. Attempt all the questions. Note down the time of starting the test 
and note the time when you complete the test. How much time did you take to 
do this test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1.  Just look and add. Don’t use pen and paper. 
.   .   .                 .           
                  .             +      .                =  
             .    .   .                 . 
 
2. Count the letter a. How many ‘a’ are there? 
            a b b a c a d e a g a a a h I e c a c a f           Answer: The number of a = 
 
3. Arrange the following in ascending order.                                                                                            
The smallest number to the biggest number.  Example: 8, 11, 15, 21, 36, 50 
 
                 Question:16, 72, 39, 64, 28, 54, 7, 83, 60, 32 
 
4. Make words by adding a letter in any position.                                                                            
Example:  

a. Use l  
bend - blend 

b. Use t  
car - cart 

c. Use c  
row - crow 

d. Use s  
pot - post 

6. Use t 
his - this 

 
Question: Make words by adding a letter in any position.  
 

a. Use i  
ran  

b. Use r 
cash   

c. Use l  
fag  

d. Use d  
kin   

6. Use t 
hat   

 
 5. Pick two correct statements:                                                                                              
1. A dog is bigger than an elephant.   2. An eagle flies higher than a peacock.  
3. The colour of the crow is red.          4. A mango tree has many branches. 
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  6. Write the name of five wild animals.  
 
  7. Pick 6 five letter words from the box.    
       Example: table is a 5 letter word. Other examples - chair, their, tiger 
 

that         cycle        manage          dirty         level      plenty     eight                                          
cry           tray          plays               flag           rip         tribe       shed 

 
8. Find the two correct sentences.  
     a. I am older than my father.                     b. A car has four wheels.    
     c. The train is faster than a plane.             c. The rainbow has seven colours.     
 
9.   Match the following: 
 

1. black a. tree 
2. fish b. wheels 
3. fruit c. colour 
4. car d. game 
5. football e. river 

 
10.  Pick five even numbers from the box.                                                                                    
All numbers ending in 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 are even numbers. 76, 850, 8,  1034, 122 
 

70       85      9     238       666    33      1740     33     994     
41 

 
11.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the biggest?  
         a. 40 + 35      b. 25 + 15       c. 70 + 85        d. 65 + 70    
12. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
 
        orange,  apple, grapes,  berries,  watermelon, mango   =  
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Speed Test 2    
This test is to be done at a stretch. So do this test when you have some time to 
spare. Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness 
are required. Attempt all the questions. Note down the time of starting the test 
and note the time when you complete the test. How much time did you take to 
do this test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1.  Arrange the following in descending order.  
The biggest number to the smallest number. Example, 2689, 1799, 888, 624, 51, 3  
 
     Question:  765, 83, 999, 1001, 6798, 7689, 345, 435, 6, 89 
 
2. Count the letter b. How many ‘b’ are there? 
       h  b  n  d  b  b  b  e f  h  d  h  b  d  m  b w      Answer: The number of b = 
 
3.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

big     short      wide      open  
       day   near    clean    never  

     dirty      far    small    night  
tall    always    narrow     close   

 
 
4.  One letter is missing in each word. Complete the words. Clue animals.  
      Note birds, insects are also animals.   
      Example: girafe – giraffe,  der – deer, eagl – eagle   wrm – worm 
      Question:  
               a. ion       b. whle       c. pecock        d. tger      e. spder 
 
 5. Pick the two correct statements:                                                                                          
         1. Potato is a fruit.                                    2. Mango is a fruit.  
         3.  The crow is bigger than a cow.          4. People worship in temples.  
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  6. Write the name of five colours.  
 
  7. Pick five 4-letter words from the box.    
       Example: fine is a 4- letter word. Other examples - take, mind, does, when 
 

that         were        plain          dirt         leads      chair     slope                                              
cried           prayer         dog      zebra      ripe         doing        them 

 
8. Find the two correct sentences.  
     a. I goes to school every day.                 b. They go to school every day.    
     c. The plane is travelling very fast.        c. The bus are travelling slowly.      
 
9.   Match the following: 
 

1. The farmers  are happy a. because he got high marks. 
2. The teacher is unhappy b. because they are rich. 
3. Raju is happy  c. because her father is going 

away. 
4. The grandfather is happy d. because all the students failed. 
5. Seema is sad  e. because he has a new shirt. 

 
 
10.  Pick five odd numbers from the box.                                                                                     
          All numbers ending in 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are odd numbers. Example: 49, 851, 7,  1025, 123 
 

33    674      519     778       24    335      8401     354     997     
 
11.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the smallest?  
         a. 16 + 35      b. 12 + 15       c. 73 + 89        d. 56 + 27    
12. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
 
        table,  sofa,  wood , cot, desk,  furniture    =  
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Speed Test 3   
Do this test when you have some time to spare. Answer the questions as quickly 
as you can. Both speed and correctness are required. Attempt all the questions. 
Note the time taken to complete the test. How much time did you take to do 
this test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1. How many  ‘d’ are there in Box 1 and how many 6 are there in Box 2? 
 

b  d  e  c o d  h  w  d  m  d   b  h  d   b  e  R  d  
h    

4  5  8  6 4 6  2  3  6  5  6  8  0  9  3  6  7  
6    

 
2.  Radhika has 6 sweets. Hema gave 3 sweets to Radhika. How many sweets 
does Radhika have now?  
 
3.  Make five words with -  m  a  g  h  b  e  s   i   o   d   u    c    f   r   t   p 
     Answer examples: much, rat, gate, beast, dine.    
     Write your answer. 1.                 2.                3.                4.                5.  
 
4.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

funny   huge   go     play   
asleep  
    top   save    build     tiny    

   tiny    destroy   spend   come    big  
awake    serious     bottom    study  

 
5. Pick the two correct statements:                                                                                          
      1. We use an umbrella when it rains.   2. Cows have feathers.  
      3.  A train has ten wheels.                       4. The first month of the year is        
January.  
 
6. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.  
 

      gave       went      took     selling  
 
1. He is _______ vegetables.                            2. We _____ to meet our friends. 
3. The teacher _______ me a story book.     4. Who ______ my pen? 
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7. Pick  six vegetables from the box:     
 

  mango     rain       potato      banana      necklace         pumpkin       onions    
        table       forest        beetroot          cabbage      pineapple      
drumstick 

 
8.  Pick five even numbers from the box.                                                                                               
          All numbers ending in 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 are even numbers. Example: 48, 850, 6,  1024, 12 
 

381    6740      19     98       243    442      5786     539     990      
 
 
9.  Look and find the answer: Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper. 
.   .   .                 .           
            .    .           +      .    +     .  .  .     =  
            .    .                   . 
 
10.   Match the following: 
 

1. The lion  a. are chasing rats. 
2. The cats  b. are closed. 
3. The wind c. is open. 
4. The windows  d. is chasing a deer. 
5. The shop  e. is blowing. 

 
 
11.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the biggest?  
         a. 24 + 39 +12      b. 74 +85 + 29       c. 13 + 56 + 69        d. 15 + 27 + 20    
 
12. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
 
head,  park,  song , grew,  zoo, flask,  king,  queen    =  
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Speed Test 4   
Do this test when you have some time to spare. Answer the questions as quickly 
as you can. Both speed and correctness are required. Attempt all the questions. 
Note the time taken to complete the test. How much time did you take to do 
this test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1. Pick four animals smaller than a dog. All things that move are animals. 
 

goat     rabbit      ant      cow       deer     tortoise    whale      elephant    
crow 

 
2.  Radhika has 8 sweets. Hema gave 2 sweets to Radhika. Sheela gave five 
sweets to Radhika. How many sweets does Radhika have now?  
 
3.  Make five words with -  n  a  k   h   b  e  s   i   o   d   u    c    w   r   t   p    y   l 
     Answer examples:   rope,   side,   known,    shoes,    kitchen    
     Write your answer. 1.                 2.                3.                4.                5.  
 
4.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

present    bitter    clever  end  
  cruel    answer       little   
cheap  

costly        begin       kind      more   
   question   sweet     absent   stupid 

 
5.  Which sentence is correct?                                                                                               
      1.  a. I leaving now.          b. I am leaving now.        c. I leaves now.  
      2.  a. She play cricket.     b. She are playing cricket.   c. She is playing cricket.  
 
6. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.  
 

      bakes       hid      drew     much  
 
1. There is not _____ water in the well.    2. Their mother _____ excellent cakes.  
3. The puppy _____ behind a bush.          4. Who ______ this beautiful picture? 
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7. Pick  six vegetables from the box:     
 

  orange     train       tomato      banana     banian    peas    onion     flower 
        table       forest        chilly         carrot      pineapple       brinjal 

 
8.  Pick five odd numbers from the box.                                                                                               
          All numbers ending in 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are odd numbers. Example: 43, 859, 35, 1021, 
137 
 

35381    740      1     900       45    4424     579     532     56783     
 
9.  Ravi’s father is Rajesh. Seema’s mother is Vimala. Lekha is the mother of 
Ravi. Tina’s mother is Sheela. Suresh is the father of Seema. Paul is Tina’s father.  
Complete the chart.  
 

child mother father 
Ravi 1. Rajesh 

2. Vimala Suresh 
Tina Sheela 3.  

 
10.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the smallest?  
         a. 86 + 37 +78      b. 20 +44 + 50       c. 13 + 29 + 19        d. 84 + 48 + 23    
 
11. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
 
divine,  king,  level , brown,  yellow,   shine,  winter,  towel   =  
 
12. See the pattern and fill in the blanks. 
 
       A.   a   b   c    d   e   f   __                  B.    2     22      222    2222    _____ 
       C.   1    3    5     7     9    11    ___      D.   az     by     cx   dw    ev   ____ 
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Speed Test 5   
Do this test when you have some time to spare. Answer the questions as quickly 
as you can. Both speed and correctness are required. Attempt all the questions. 
Note the time taken to complete the test. How much time did you take to do 
this test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1. Which is the smallest?  
              a. 24 x 5     b. 753 x 9      c. 1029 x 0        d. 36 x 7    
2.  Peter got 60 marks in science. Ravi got 75 marks in Science.  Fathima has 80 
marks in science.  Ravi got 79 marks in English. Peter and Fathima got the same 
marks in English. Peter has 65 marks in English. Fill the chart.  
 

student science English 
Ravi 1. 4. 

Fathima 2. 5. 
Peter 3. 6. 

 
3.  Write name of  five animals using the letters  -  
                     c  a   h   k  b  e  f   i   o   d   u   n    x   r   t   p    g   y    l    m       
     Answer examples:   pony,   bear,   elephant,   ox,  donkey    
     Write your answer. 1.                 2.                3.                4.                5.  
 
4.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B.      

boy     buy     sweet     lazy   tall  
  far   evening    enemy   light   

near     friend    busy    dark   girl  
    morning    sell    short   bitter   

 
5.  Pick the two correct statements:                                                                                         
           1. Hens cannot fly for a long time.     2. India’s capital is Kolkata.  
           3. The carpenter repairs shoes.          4. Potatoes grow underground. 
 
6.Arrange the following in  descending order.  
The biggest number to the smallest number. Example: 2689, 1799, 888, 624, 51, 3  
Question:  76, 83, 699, 4001, 698, 7000, 345, 43, 6, 893 
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7. Pick five fruits from the box:     
 

  mango     forest       bangle      banana      pumpkin       apple      onions     
        orange      carrot        beetroot        pineapple      violet         sofa 

 
8.  Pick five even numbers from the box.                                                                                               
          All numbers ending in 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 are even numbers. Example: 40, 852, 34, 1026, 
138 
 

3538    543      8     901       57    4424     579     6232     57790     
 
9.  Match the following: 
 

1. women a. subject 
2. parrot b. long hair 
3. giraffe  c. festivals 
4. celebrate d. cage 
5. science e. the tallest  

 
10.  See the pattern and fill in the blanks. 
        A.   z   y   x   w   v   __                           B.    2     4      6    8    10   12     ___ 
       C.   18   17    16     15    14      ___       D.   12     23     34   45    56   ____ 
 
11. Arrange the words in  alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
 
bank,  office,  shop , mall,  college,  hotel,  restaurant   =  
 
12. How many ‘g’ are there in Box 1 and how many 4 are there in Box 2? 
 

g  d   g    p o g  h  g  d  m  g   p  h  g   b  g   p    
g      

4  5  4   0   4  6  2  4  5  6  4   0  9  3  4  7  
0    
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Answers to Tests 1 to 5 

Answers to test 1  
 
1. 10         2.  9       3.  7, 16, 28, 32, 39, 54, 60, 64, 72, 83   4. a. rain   b. crash   c. flag    d. that            
5. 2, 4          6. Suggested answers as the answers vary. lion, bear, tiger, hyena, crocodile                         
7. cycle, dirty, level, eight, plays, tribe        8. b, c        9. 1 - c ,  2 -  e,  3 - a,  4 - b , 5 - d  
10. 70, 238, 666, 1740, 994         11.c                                                                                                                                 
12. apple, berries, grapes, mango, orange, watermelon 
Answers to test 2 
 
1. 7689, 6798, 1001, 999, 765, 435, 345, 89, 83, 6      2. 6      3. big – small, short – tall,              wide 
– narrow, open – close, day – night, near – far, clean – dirty, never – always                                    
4.a. lion    b. whale   c. peacock   d. tiger  e. spider  5. 2, 4   6. Suggested answers: black, brown, 
yellow, green, orange   7. that, were, dirt, ripe, them   8. b, c   9. 1- b, 2 –d, 3 – a, 4 – e, 5 – c                          
10. 33, 519, 335, 8401, 997     11. B   12. cot, desk, furniture, sofa, table, wood 
Answers to test 3 
 
1. Box 1 there are six d   Box 2 there are six 6.  2. 9    3. Suggested answers- horse, pig, hare, 
game, theirs      4. funny – serious, huge – tiny, go - come, play – study, asleep – awake,                           
top – bottom, save – spend, build – destroy, tiny – big.   5. 1, 4    6. 1. selling 2. went 3. gave      
4. took    7. potato, pumpkin, onion, beetroot, cabbage, drumstick     8. 6740, 98, 442, 5786, 
990 9. 13   10. 1 – d   2 – a  3 – e   4 – b  5 – c     11.  b   12. flask,  green, head, king, park, 
queen, song   
Answers to test 4 
 
1 -rabbit, ant, tortoise, crow   2. 15    3. Answers will vary. Suggested answers- best, nice, yes, 
door, white   4 -  present – absent, bitter – sweet, clever – stupid, end – begin, cruel – kind, 
answer – question, little - more, cheap – costly  5. 1 – b, 2 –c    6. 1-much   2- bakes, 3 –hid,                      
4 – drew  7. tomato, peas, onion, chilly, carrot, brinjal    8. 35381, 1, 45, 579, 56783                                    
9. 1 - Lekha  2 – Seema     3 – Paul   10 – c     11. brown, divine, king, level, shine, towel, 
winter, yellow      12. A – g   B - 22222    C – 13  D - fu  
 Answers to test 5 
 
1- C   1029 X 0 = 0    2.   1- 75, 2 – 80, 3 – 60, 4 – 79, 5 – 65, 6 – 65     3 – cat, fox, monkey, 
rabbit, yak      4 –   boy – girl,  buy – sell, sweet – bitter, lazy – busy, tall – short, far – near,                            
evening – morning, enemy – friend, light – dark    5. 1, 4    6. 7000, 4001, 893, 699, 698, 345, 
83, 76, 43, 6       7. mango, banana, apple, orange, pineapple    8. 3538, 4424, 6232, 57790                              
9. 1 –b, 2 – d, 3 – e, 4 – c, 5 – a     10. A – u, B – 14,  C – 13,  D – 67    11- bank, college, hotel, 
mall, restaurant, shop,     12 – Number of g = 8    number of 4 = 6  
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Speed Test 6   
 Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.  
Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1. Which is the smallest?  Just look and answer. Don’t use pen and paper.  
          a. 24 x 5     b. 75 x 9      c. 10 x 8       d. 36 x 7          
 
2.  Complete the questions using the words in the box. Use all the words. 
 

Who      Where     How      When    Why     What 
 
      1. _____ did he go yesterday?          2. _____ is the child crying?   
      3. _____ is the dancer?                      4. _____ many people came to the 
party? 
      5.______ is his book?                         6. _____ is in the bag? 
 
3.  Write name of  four things you use in your house  using the letters  -  
                     c  a   h   k  b  e  f   i   o   d   u   n    x   r   t   p    g   y    l    m       
     Answer examples:     clock,  gum,  cot, plate, fan   
     Write your answer. 1.                 2.                3.                4.               
 
4.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B.     
 

hate   narrow   win  high   true 
   pass    intelligent   doctor   
big  

low    false    stupid   broad   fail 
   lose     tiny     love     patient     

 
5.  Pick the one that is different. Pick only one from each line.                                                            
      A.     John        Ravi        Asha    Peter    Dinesh    
      B.     Leela       Meena    Rita    Suresh   Priya 
      C.     spoon      knife     plate     bed   stove  
 
6.Arrange the following in descending order. From big to small. 
 761, 803, 6991, 401, 6982, 7014, 3465, 413, 620, 8993 
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7. Pick  five things we use in a school from the box:     
 

  chalk      carrot      bed     ink     sky       paper     cement     road                                       
        stone        books       tiger      wire         pictures     river  

 
8. Arrange in alphabetical order                                                                                             
       table     zoo   gas    yellow    black     pink    apple    flag   desk   wire              
 
9.  How many R and how many 4 are in the table? Count and write. 
 

4 P R B R 
W R S 6 4 
4 G 4 M P 

10 4 R 8 R 
R B 4 4 N 

   Number of R  =                                                                         Number of 4 =  
 
10.  See the pattern and fill in the blanks. 
        A.   p    q    r   s   t    __                             B.  5   10     15   20     25     ___ 
       C.   101     202    303    404    ___           D.  de   fg   hi   jk   lm    ____ 
 
11. Mental math. Read and answer. Don’t use pen and paper.                                                 
Raju has 8 books. Hema has two more books than Raju. Veena has three books 
more than Raju. Who has more books?   
 
12. Pick four correct sentences.  
           1. Does Raju play cricket?                     2. Veena are eating an apple. 
           3. I is going to school.                            4.  Ramesh is happy.  
           5. Father and mother is sad.                 6. The children are playing football.  
           7. Leela and Hema are sad.                   8. Sheela goes to park yesterday.         
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Speed Test 7   
 Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.  
Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1. Write backwards. Example   1. black =   kcalb     2. winner   =  renniw 
          a. summer       b. danger       c.  flask       d. letters 
 
2.  Complete the questions using the words in the box. Use all the words. 
 

Who      Where     How      When    Why     What 
 
      1. _____ did he do yesterday?          2. _____ are you going?   
      3. _____ won the first prize?             4. _____ was the movie? 
      5.______ is my shirt?                          6. _____ did you beat him? 
 
3.  Pick 5 even numbers from the following.  
 
           16       789       56431     800     404      863    711     9842     603     52         
 
4.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B.     
 

all      ask     finish     bad    hell 
   host    last    enter   correct 

leave    guest      wrong      heaven  
 begin    none    good     answer    first   

 
5.  Pick the one that is different. Pick only one from each line.                                                            
      A.     ocean       river      desert    sea    lake 
      B.     city      people    town    village   place 
      C.     office    mall      hospital    kitchen    bank        
 
6.Arrange the following in  ascending order. From small to big. 
 89, 80, 69, 40, 82, 70, 34, 13, 62, 24 
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7. Pick  five things that are  used in a hospital  from the box:     
 

  town       medicine       scooter     bed        x-ray      fever    soil                                            
        needle       crow        cobbler     gold         stretcher    
football 

 
8. Arrange in alphabetical order                                                                                             
       Dinesh    Soman   Leela   Ravi   Zakka     Hussain   Balu   Fathima                          
 
9.  How many b and how many 69 are in the table? Count and write. 
 

h d b s b 
m b b 69 69 

 69 g 99 d p 
98 69 e 97 d 
b h 09 96 b 

   Number of b  =                                                                         Number of 69 =  
 
10.  Pick 6 five letter words from the box.    
       Example: table is a 5 letter word. Other examples - chair, their, fever 
 

much     never     change        staple       speaks     eight        lion      
tiger                                                                  heaven     munch       plenty         
value         tribal        shed      slide   

 
11. Mental math. Read and answer. Don’t use pen and paper.                                                 
Shyam has 4 toys. Hema gave 2 toys to Shyam.  Balu has 5 toys. Peter gave 4 
toys to Balu. Who has more toys? 
 
12. Match the following:  
 

1. chalk, table a. knife, cup 
2. plate, spoon b. fruits, flowers 
3. sea, pond  c. engine, driver 
4. leaves, roots d. duster, desk 
5. wheels, seats e. lake, river 
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Speed Test 8  
Do this test when you have some time to spare. Answer the questions as quickly 
as you can. Both speed and correctness are required. Attempt all the questions. 
Note the time taken to complete the test. How much time did you take to do 
this test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1. How many ‘f’ are there in Box 1 and how many 3 are there in Box 2? 
 

b  d  f  c  f  d  h  w  f   m  d   f  h  d   b   g   d   f   4  3  8  6 3 6  2  3  6  3  6  3  0  3  2  6  8  3   
 
2.  Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper.  
   Radhika has 6 sweets. She gave 2 sweets to Hema.  Rita gave 3 sweets to 
Hema.      
   How many sweets does Radhika have now? 
 
3.  Make five words with -  n  a  g   p   b   t   e  s   i   o   d   u    c   f   r  h 
     Answer examples: pants, rat, gate, beast, dine.    
     Write your answer. 1.                 2.                3.                4.                5.  
 
4.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

idle   take   less  back    best  
him      thin   deep    dangerous   

   front    safe   spend   give    thick  
more    busy     worst    her  shallow 

 
5. Pick the two correct statements:                                                                                          
      1. We use an umbrella when it rains.   2. Cows have feathers.  
      3.  A train has ten wheels.                       4. The first month of the year is 
January.  
 
6. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.  
 

      playing       like    reads     swimming  
 
1. The ducks are _____.                    2. The teachers don’t _____ naughty 
children. 
3. My teacher _______ lots of books.          4. Ramesh is ______. 
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7. Pick  five vegetables from the box:     
 

  apple     train     brinjal      banana      tomato      player       cauliflower    
       school      kitchen      cabbage      watermelon     onion      leaves 

 
8.  Pick five numbers between 400 and 600 from the box.                                                                                    
 

   674     419    398   543    242     399   652     500    987   521   444    
 
 
9.  Look and find the answer: Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper. 
.   .                    .                 .        
             .    .           +      .    +     .  .  .     =  
               .    .                   .             . 
 
10.   Match the following: The first two are done for you.  
 

1. hospital  a. school A. fish 
2. teachers b. doors B. carrot 
3. river c. doctor C. students 
4. windows  d. onion D. curtains 
5. potato  e. water E. nurse 

    Answer: 1, c, E ( hospital, doctor, nurse)    2, a, C (teachers, school, students)                                  
Write answers for 3, 4 and 5. 
 
11.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the biggest?  
         a. 67 + 39 +45      b. 18 + 43 + 21       c. 31 + 56 + 27        d. 25 + 37 + 55    
 
12. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
queen, bring, traffic, length, worry, ask, grow, navy, cattle, king    =  
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Speed Test 9  
Do this test when you have some time to spare. Answer the questions as quickly 
as you can. Both speed and correctness are required. Attempt all the questions. 
Note the time taken to complete the test. How much time did you take to do 
this test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1. Pick four animals bigger than a goat. All things that move are animals. 
 

   rabbit   frog   cow    horse    rabbit    camel     duck    caterpillar   zebra 
 
2.  Count the m in the box. How many m are there in the box? 
 

m   n   o  e  m   n  w  m  n  o 
       m   c   w     m    n     m  r 
           h    w    m    n     o     
                  n     m   e   m 

 
3.  Write the name of four colours.  
 
4.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

wife    young     work      east    
   smooth   fail    south   full   go  

rough    rest    husband   pass  north 
       old     come     west    empty 

 
5.  Which one is different?                                                                                                                      
      1.  table   chair   ship   stool    cot   
      2.  star    sky    moon   tree     sun  
 
6.  Pick the two correct sentences. 
           1. A car has only three wheels.        2. A bus is bigger than a car.  
           3. We can watch movies on TV.       4. Dolphins live in a well. 
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7.    Mental math. Read the table and write who is first.  
        Don’t use pen and paper.  Just look carefully and answer.  
 

student English science math 
Geeta 64 54 49 
Leena 75 62 44 
Rita 87 91 79 

 
8.  Pick five odd numbers from the box.                                                                                               
          All numbers ending in 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are odd numbers. Example: 43, 859, 35, 1021, 
137 
 

  381     848      15     700        459        444      3333      46887     
 
9.  Ravi’s son is Rajesh. Paul’s daughter is Rita.  Lekha is the daughter of Suresh.  
Paul’s son is John.  Sheela is Ravi’s daughter. Mahesh is the son of Suresh.  
Complete the chart.  
 

father daughter son 
Suresh 1. Mahesh 

2. Sheela Rajesh 
Paul Rita 3.  

 
10.  See the pattern and fill in the blanks. 
 
       A.   t  u  v  w  x   __                           B.  1122     2233     3344    4455    ____ 
       C.   15   17    19   21   23    ___       C.    mm     mmm     mmmm   ______ 
 
11. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
 
eagle     ostrich    kingfisher    crow   stork   hen    penguin      =  
 
12. Make 5 words with the following letters.  
                  a   b    d    e   g   i  l    m   n   o   p   r    s  t  u    
example: men,   eagle, pour,   learn, sister, on  
          1.             2.          3.          4.            5.  
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Speed Test 10   
Do this test when you have some time to spare. Answer the questions as quickly 
as you can. Both speed and correctness are required. Note the time taken to 
complete the test. How much time did you take to do this test? Check your 
answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1. Which is the smallest? Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper. Just look and 
answer.  
              a. 64 x 5     b. 538 x 9      c. 629 x 10        d. 16 x 4    
2.  Arun got 55 marks in science. Balaji got 90 marks in English.  Seema has 76 
marks in science.  Arun has 84 marks in English. Seema has 65 marks in English. 
Balaji has 60 marks in science.  Fill the chart.  
 

student science English 
Arun 1. 4. 
Balaji 2. 5. 

Seema 3. 6. 
 
3.  Write name of  five animals using the letters  -  
                     c  a   h   k  b  e  f   i   o   d   u   n    x   r   t   p    g   y    l    m       
     Answer examples:   pony,   bear,   elephant,  caterpillar, eagle, dolphin   
     Write your answer. 1.                 2.                3.                4.                5.  
 
4.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B.      

noisy   left   plural   back     
best  
   soft   above   hide    strong  

front     worst   silent   hard   weak 
  singular    show    below   right  

 
5.  Pick the two correct statements:                                                                                         
           1. Cows are taller than dogs.               2. Cars are bigger than buses.  
           3. Camels are taller than giraffes.       4. Eagles are bigger than crows. 
 
6.  Arrange the following in  descending order.  
     The biggest number to the smallest number. Example: 2689, 1799, 888, 624, 
51, 3  
               Question:  761, 803, 99, 300, 98, 5001, 340, 43, 6, 4999 
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7. Pick six 5-letter words from the box.  Example of 5-letter words- there, speak.   
 

  town      words     football     blood       care      fever    soil   bus                                  
needle     crown     shaken    gold    loose    silver   stretcher    study 

 
8. Arrange in alphabetical order                                                                                             
       football   soccer   cricket     tennis     hockey    basketball    golf     volleyball                           
 
9.  How many ‘bus’ and how many ‘cat’ are in the table? Count and write. 
 

cat pat cat sad cut bes 
men bus ply bus boy bus 
 dot cat eat cat bas win 
bus did cut bus etc cat 
eat bus cot bis bag bus 

   Number of bus  =                                                                         Number of cat =  
 
10.  Which is different? Pick only one from each question.     
        1. Eagle, tiger, crow, pigeon, parrot      2. Cow, goat, dog, horse, lion 
 
11. Mental math. Read and answer. Don’t use pen and paper. 
       Who has the most number of pens? 
 

Hema has 6 pens. She 
got 3 pens from Rema. 

Meera has 5 pens. She 
gave 2 pens to Leela.  

Dhanya has 7 pens. She 
gave 2  pens to Vidya.  

        
Answer:     1. Hema                             2.Meera                                  3. Dhanya 
 
12. Match the following: 

1. pink, white a. doctor, stretcher 
2. medicine, nurse b.  parrot, duck 
3. eagle, crow c. star, sky 
4. sun, moon d. coffee, sugar 
5. tea, milk e brown, blue.  
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Answers to Tests 6 to 10 

 
Answers to test 6  
 
1. c        2.  1. Where 2.Why 3. Who 4. How 5. Where6. What   3. Suggested answers as the 
answers vary – tray, bed, mat, book.  4. Hate – love, narrow – broad, win – lose, high – low, 
true – false, pass – fail, intelligent – stupid, doctor – patient, big – tiny. 5. A. Asha is the only 
girl.  B. Suresh is the only boy.  C. bed is not in kitchen 6. 8993, 7014, 6991, 6982, 803, 
761,620, 413, 401    7. Chalk, ink, paper, books, pictures   8. Apple, black, dress, flag, gas, pink, 
table, wire, yellow, zoo.  9. R - 6 ,  4 -  7  10. A-u B – 30 C – 505   D – no 11. Veena  12.  1, 4, 6, 
7  
 
 
Answers to test 7 
 
1. a. remmus b. regnad c. ksalf d. srettel 2. 1 What 2 Where 3. Who 4. How 5 Where 6 Why           
3. 16, 800, 404, 9842, 52   4. All – none, ask- answer, finish – begin, bad – good, hell- heaven, 
host – guest, last – first, enter – leave, correct - wrong  5. A. Desert doesn’t have much water.  
B. People- all others are places. C. Kitchen – a part of a building.    6. 13,24, 34, 40, 62, 69, 70, 
80, 82, 89  7. Medicine, bed, X-ray, needle, stretcher   8. Balu, Dinesh, Fathima, Hussain, 
Leela, Ravi, Soman, Zakka   9.   B= 6, 69 = 4   10. Never, eight, tiger, munch, value, slide 11 
Balu                12. 1 - d 2 - a  3 – e  4 –b  5 - c  
 
Answers to test 8 
 
1. f = 5, 3 = 7   2. Radhika     3. Suggested answers- gap, post, fresh, bone, east  4.idle – busy, 
take – give, less – more, back – front, best – worst, him – her, thin – thick, deep – shallow, 
dangerous – safe  5. 1, 4    6. 1. swimming 2. like 3. reads   4. playing    7. Brinjal, tomato, 
cauliflower, cabbage, onion   8. 419, 543, 500, 521, 444 9. 14   10. 3, e, A , /4,b,D, /5,d,B  11. a 
12. Ask, bring, cattle, grow, king, length, queen,  traffic, worry  
 
Answers to test 9 
 
1 cow, horse, camel, zebra   2. M = 9    3. Answers will vary. Suggested answers- black, blue, 
white, red, green 4. Wife- husband, young – old, work – rest, east – west, smooth – rough, 
fail – pass, south – north, full – empty, go - come 5. 1 – ship is not furniture, 2 – tree all 
others high above    6. 2, 3   7.  Rita   8. 381, 15, 459, 3333, 46887 9. 1 - Lekha  2 – Ravi 3 – 
John   10. A-y    B 5566, C 25, D mmmm 11. Crow, eagle, hen, kingfisher, ostrich, penguin, 
stork Suggested answers: mile, lips, stand, die, under 
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Answers to test 10 
 
1 -d  2. 1- 55, 2 -60, 3 -76, 4 -84, 5 – 90, 6-65    3. Duck, cat, goat, giraffe, rabbit   4 -  noisy – 
silent, left- night, plural- singular, back- front, best – worst, soft – hard, above – below, hide – 
show, strong - weak  5. 1,4,  6. 5001, 4999, 803, 761,340, 300, 99, 98, 43, 6   7. Words, blood, 
fever, crown, loose, study 8. Basketball, cricket, golf, football, hockey, soccer, tennis, 
volleyball                               9. Bus – 7, cat -5   10 1, tiger not a bird 2, lion is a wild animal                 
11. Hema   12. 1-e, 2-a, 3-b, 4-c, 5 -d 
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Speed Test 11 
Do this test when you have some time to spare. Answer the questions as quickly 
as you can. Both speed and correctness are required. Attempt all the questions. 
Note the time taken to complete the test. How much time did you take to do 
this test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1. How many  ‘t’ are there in Box 1 and how many 5 are there in Box 2? 
 

t  d  f  t  f  d  h  t  f   t  d   f  h  t   b   g   t   f  t y  
t 

4  5  8  5 3 6  5  3  6  5  6  3  0  5  2  6  5  3   

 
2.  Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper.  
   Radhika bought 3 books on Monday. On Tuesday she got 2 books. Today she 
bought 5 books. How many books does Radhika have now?  
 
3.  Which of the following is not equal to 10?     Mental math. Don’t use pen and 
paper.     A. 6 + 4       B. 11 + 6      C. 8 + 2        D.  3 + 7      E. 5 + 5  
 
4.  Which box is the same as Box A?  
                 Box   A                      Box B                        Box C                         Box D 

54    you    big   8 
  make  win  7  is 
dog  sat  bit  32 

45  yes   pig   9 
 make   new  7  
is  
dog  sat  bit  32 

54   you  big    8 
 make  win  7  is  
dog   sat  bit  32 

54   you   big   9 
  sake  won  7  is  
dog  cat  bit  32 

 
5. Pick the two correct statements:                                                                                          
      1. 6789 = 6000+ 700 + 80 + 9             2. 5892 = 5000 + 80 + 90 + 2  
      3.  8932 is smaller than 3982              4.  7 + 3 = 10 
 
6. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.   
 

    Who      Where       Why     How 
 
1. _____ can answer this question?        2. _____ long have you been working? 
3. ______ did you go yesterday?             4. ______ was he punished? 
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7.    How many words start with the letter s in the following table?  
        Count and write.  
 

son    one    ask    sin    sip   eat   two   yes    sit   win    his     she  tin   
sow 

 
 
8.  Make the following numbers odd. We can add 1,3,5,7 or 9 to make a number 
odd.        Example: 74 – 741,    860 – 8603,   6 – 65, 7890 – 78907,  44 - 449 
Make the numbers in the box odd. 
 

  38         846       4        700         4688      
 
9.  Study the chart and answer the questions. Pass mark is 40.  
 

student English math science 
Haseena 65 38 90 
Fathima 39 41 33 

Daisy 51 44 47 
 
      1. Did any student fail in English?   2. How many students passed in science? 
      3. Who failed in math?      4. Did Daisy score more in English than in math? 
 
10.  Write three pairs of opposites.          
           Example: lucky – unlucky,  go – come,  plenty- few  
                     1.                      2.                      3.       
 
11. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.             
ever      many    some    never     any    often    frequent   =  
 
12. Make 5 words starting with the letter t.  
                   example: two,   today,  trip,   table, traffic,  tiny,  twist,  true 
            1.                  2.                    3.                 4.                      5. 
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Speed Test 12 
 Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.  
Check your answers. 
1.  In only one box the words are not arranged alphabetically. Which is that 
box? 
 

 Box 1:   beetroot    capsicum    drumstick    radish     tomato      
Box 2:    apple    berries   orange  mango   grapes  watermelon    
Box3:     copper   diamond    gold    iron   silver   tin 

 
2.  To make a number even add 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8 in one’s place.  
Example: 23 – 230,   61 – 612,    61 – 610,  61 – 64  573 – 5736,  2369 – 2364     1 - 18                                                                                        
Make the following numbers even by adding one number 
 

381     5      19     9845     27           
 
3.  Look and find the answer: Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper. 
.   .   .                 .               .  
           .   .   .            +   .    .     +     .  .       =  
 
 4.   Match the following: 
 

1. Where are   a. keep the snakes? 
2. Why is b. open?  
3. When does the zoo c. the lions? 
4. Where do they  d. eat?  
5. What do the swans e.  the parrot wet? 

 
5.  Look and answer. Mental maths. No pen and paper.   Which is the biggest?    
                a. 4 + 3 +2      b.  10 – 9         c. 34 x 6        d.  10  ÷ 10 
 
6. Write 5 words starting with the letter m.  Example: must, munch, mild, more 
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7. Pick  five parts of a car from the box: 
 

wall      engine      bed   road     sky    seats     traffic   brake    
red 
speed    jacket      wheels      travel    tyre     river   block 

 
8.  Which word comes next? 

mat,   bat,  sat, vat,  cat, rat  ______ 
1. cut    2.  wet      3. fat    4.  hit 

 
9.  How many B and how many 8 are in the table? Count and write. 
 

3 P R B R 3 
B 5 6 3 4 B 
4 G 3 B B 3 
10 3 B 8 R B 
R B 3 3 B 6 

Number of B  =                                                                         Number of 8 = 
 
10.  Match the following. 
 

1. giraffe, whale a. learn, write 
2. read, understand b. chess, dance 
3. music, hockey c. mat, rat 
4. cat, bat d. elephant, dolphin 

 
11. Mental math. Read and answer. Don’t use pen and paper.                                                 
Raju has 4 books. Hema has two more books than Raju. Veena has three books 
more than Raju. How many books does Raju have now? 
 
12. Write in alphabetical order. See the second letter of the group of words. 
       Example:  apple, and, ask, again, able, arrow, after 
       Answer:  able, after, again, and, apple, arrow, ask 
  Question- write in alphabetical order:  sick,  some,  such,  sand,  severe, stew 
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Speed Test 13 
 Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.  
Check your answers. 
 
1. Pick seven 4-letter words from the box.  Example of 4-letter words- here, 
wind.    
 

  play      sure     bring   cricket     care    disease    soiled     fine                                            
driver   pull   guest  enough    rich    bronze   lady    candy   table 

 
2. Write in alphabetical order. See the second letter of the group of words. 
       Example:  apple, and, ask, again, able, arrow, after 
       Answer:  able, after, again, and, apple, arrow, ask 
  Question- write in alphabetical order:  thick,  tyre, table, two, tenth, tour, trap 
 
3.  Make words by adding a letter in any position.                                                                            
Example:  

a. Use l  
bend - blend 

b. Use t  
car - cart 

c. Use c  
row - crow 

d. Use s  
pot - post 

6. Use t 
his - this 

 
Question: Make words by adding a letter in any position.  
 

a. Use e  
had -  

b. Use o 
sht -  

c. Use d  
han -  

d. Use  c 
plae -  

6. Use l 
eaf -  

 
4.  Which is different? Pick only one from each question.     
     1. men, women, children, duck, ladies   2.  duck, pigeon, crow, eagle, cow, 
hen 
 
5. Mental math. Read and answer. Don’t use pen and paper. 
       Who has the most number of books? 

Lakshmi has 7 books. She 
gave 3 pens to Rema. 

Veena has 8 books. She 
got 2 books from Maya.  

Pinky has 5 books. She 
gave 3 books to Vidya.  

Answer:     1. Lakshmi                             2.Veena                                 3. Pinky 
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6.  Pick  six things used in the house  from the box:     
 

  ground      train       spoon      table    sky      deep       river     tower   cup 
       van          shelf        yoga         curtains      rainbow       towel     ghost 

 
7.  Make the numbers odd by adding one number.  Example 8- 81,  16 - 169                                                                                            
         A.    56 ______    B.  3876   ______    C.  2     ___   D. 806 ______       E.  3320 _______ 
 
Answer   A. 56     569   One is done for you. Write the answers for the other questions.  
 
8.  Ravi’s father is Mahesh. Seema’s mother is Sheela. Rita’s mother is Mary. 
Lekha is the mother of Ravi. Seema’s mother is Sheela. Balaji is the father of 
Seema. Paul is Rita’s father.  Complete the chart.  
 

child mother father 
Ravi 1. Mahesh 

2. Mary Paul 
Seema Sheela 3.  

 
9.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the smallest?  
         a. 6 + 97 +99      b. 10 +23 + 19       c. 130 + 2 + 18        d. 84 + 16 + 23    
 
10. Write backwards. Example:  8456 – 6548,  1002 - 2001    769800293 - 392008967 
          1. 6573   -             2.  543    -             3. 67890213   -         4. 7565950902  -  
11. See the pattern and fill in the blanks. 
 
       A.   l   m   n    o   p   q   __                  B.    Mm     Nn   Oo   Pp    _____ 
       C.   8    10    12     14     ___               D.    ab6     cd6     ef6   gh6    ij6   kl6 ___ 
 
12. Find the box which is exactly the same as Box 1. 
 
box  1 same some fame lame game give hive sieve strive 
box  2 same some fame lame game gave hive sieve strove 
box  3 same some fame lame game give hive sieve strive 
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Speed Test 14 
 Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.  
Check your answers. 
 
1.    Mental math. Read the table and write.  Who is first? 
        Don’t use pen and paper.  Just look carefully and answer.  
 

student English science math 
Hari 74 80 54 
Ahmed 79 88 69 
John 72 76 54 

 
2.  Remove one number and make all the numbers even. Example: 685- 68, 43- 
4                                                                                                
1. 369 -   _____    2. 7645 _____      3. 83    ____        4.  1005    _____  
 
3.  Which box is the same as box1?  
 

box  1 town6789play1234give654money3901lead333 
box  2 town6789play1243give654money3901bead333 
box  3 town6789play1234give654money3901lead333 
box 4 town6879play1234give654money33901lied333 

 
4. Name three animals which are not seen in our homes. You have to separate 
these animals to get the answer!  
                            goatlionhenwolfdogporcupinecow 
 
5. Find the three mother words. Mother words have baby words in them. 
      Example: stable   elephant    spend   this  spend   matter     pink   tin    pink  
Find the three mother words:     summer     drive   sheet    brother  shoulder   
 
6. Arrange the words in alphabetical order. Example: better, boat, bring, bust,  
       finish    flame    fashion   follow   festival  furniture    frame   
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7.    How many ‘same’ words are in the table?  Count and write.  
 

some same size soon slap step sane same soup same 
dome sane same sigh same some tray fame soon weep 
fine some gone same fire horn save must same draw 

 
8.  Make the following numbers odd. We can add 1,3,5,7 or 9 to make a number 
odd.        Example: 74 – 741,    860 – 8603,   6 – 65, 7890 – 78907,  44 - 449 
Make the following numbers odd.   1. 44 - ___    2. 684 - ____     3. 780  - ____     
 
9.  Study the chart and answer the questions. Pass mark is 40.  
 

student English math science 
Dinesh 75 38 90 
Latheef 94 89 65 

Priya 51 44 53 
 
      Pick two correct statements:  
          1. Dinesh has passed in all subjects.       2. Latheef is good at English.  
          3. Priya has failed in English.                    4. All have passed in science. 
 
10.  Write three pairs of opposites.          
           Example: lucky – unlucky,  go – come,  plenty- few  
                     1.                      2.                      3.       
11.   Write backwards: Example finish = hsinif    learnt = tnrael          
1.Delicate   =   ________     2.  Bothersome  =  ______ 
 
12. Make words by adding a letter in any position.                                                                           
Example:  shap – sharp   money – monkey    end  - bend    
Question: Make words by adding a letter in any position.                 

a. Use e  
rad  -  

b. Use i 
knfe  -  

c. Use m 
other -  

d. Use  t 
plae -  

6. Use r 
Mach -  
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Speed Test 15    
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. How much time did you take to do this 
test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1.  Arrange the following in descending order.      
     Question:  365, 73, 888, 3001, 8795, 7689, 345, 435, 3, 88 
 
2. Count the letter d. How many ‘d’ are there? 
        hdndbdeddhldmhl       Answer: The number of d = 
 
3.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

idle    beginning   work     win   
   build    near    heavy    first 

     destroy     last     end   far  
busy     rest   light    lose 

 
4.  One letter is missing in each word. Complete the words. Clue animals.  
      Note birds, insects are also animals.   
      Example: girafe – giraffe,  der – deer, eagl – eagle   wrm – worm 
      Question:  
               a. parot       b. pg      c. bson        d. crw      e.rbbit  
 
5. Pick the two correct statements:                                                                                          
         1. Potato and mango are fruits.            2. My mother is older than me.  
         3.  Dogs bark and lions roar.                  4. There is no water in the sea.  
 
6.  Which box is exactly the same as box 4? 
 

Box 1:    finish  crow   make    demand    gold   fine  4789   02003   big 
Box 2:    finish  crew   make    demand    cold   fine  4789   02063   big 
Box3:     finish  crow   made    demand    gold   line  4709   02003   big 
Box4:     finish  crow   make    demand    gold   fine  4789   02003   big 
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7. Pick  five vegetables from the box:     
 

  custard     shops     brinjal      demand      tomato      vegetable        potato   
    road      kitchen      cabbage      pomegranate     onion      table   rose 

 
8.  Pick four numbers between 200 and 300 from the box.                                                                                               
 

   254    199    39   276   622     399   201     600    314   222   23    
 
 
9.  Look and find the answer: Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper. 
.   .    .             .                 .        
           .    .   .          +          .        +     .  .  .     =  
           .    .   .                                     . 
 
10.   Match the following: The first two are done for you.  
 

1. flowers a. knife A. suitcase 
2. spoon b. orange B. branches 
3. bag c. roots C. red 
4. car d. box D. plate 
5. blue e. bike E. scooter 

    Answer: 1, c, B ( flowers, roots, branches)    2, a, D(spoon, knife, plate)                                  
Write answers for 3, 4 and 5. 
 
11.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the biggest?  
         a. 15 + 66 +30      b. 234x 21       c. 250 ÷ 75        d.  345 - 344 
 
12. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
 
 music, dance, songs, flute, piano, art, work   =  
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Answers to Tests 11 to 15 

 
Answers to test 11  
 
1. 8, 6       2. 10     3.  B   4. Box C   5. 1, 4    6. 1. Who 2. How 3. Where 4. Why       7. 6                            
8. Suggested answers as the answers vary – 389, 8461, 47, 7001, 46885   9.  1. Yes   2. 2                                   
3. Haseena 4. Yes.    10. Suggested answers as the answers vary – tall-short, show- hide,                 
win – lose   11 any, ever, frequent, many, never, often, some    12.  Suggested answers as the 
answers vary- top, tamarind, tell, tower, thousand. 
 
 
Answers to test 12  
 
1. Box 2.   2. Suggested answers as the answers vary –   3810, 52, 196, 9846, 270    3. 12                                            
4. 1c, 2e, 3b, 4a, 5d        5. c     6. Suggested answers as the answers vary – milk, many, 
mother, miser, mostly     7. engine, seats, brake, wheels, tyre 8. Fat 9.   B= 9, 8 = 1   10. 1d, 2a, 
3b, 4c                               11 4     12. sand, severe, sick, some, stew, such 
 
Answers to test 13 
 
1. play, sure, care, fine, pull, rich, lady   2.  table, tenth, thick, tour, trap, two, tyre                                 
3. A. head, b. shot, c. hand, d. place, e. leaf     4. 1-duck, 2-cow   5. Veena    6. spoon, table, 
cup, shelf, curtains, towel     7.  A 569, B 38764, C 23, D 8061, E 33209   8. 1. Lekha, 2. Rita, 3. 
Balaji   9. b   10. 3756, 345, 31209876, 2090595657 11. A. r, B. Qq, C. 16, D. mn6  12. Box 3 
 
 
Answers to test 14 
 
1 –Ahmed   2. 1- 36, 2 -764, 3 -8, 4 -100   3. Box 3   4. lion, wolf, porcupine   5.  sum- summer, 
other- brother, should- shoulder 6.   Fashion, festival, finish, flame, follow, frame, furniture                     
7. 7   8. 443, 6841,   9. 2, 4    10 tall-short, back-front, noisy- silent 11. etacileD, emosrehtoB                        
12. read, knife, mother, plate, March 
 
 
Answers to test 15    
 
1. 8795, 7689, 3001, 888, 435, 345, 88, 73, 3    2. d= 6   3. Idle – busy, beginning – end, work – 
rest, win- lose, build – destroy, near- far, heavy – light, first – last   4. A. parrot, b. pig, c. 
bison, d. crow, e rabbit   5. 1, 3   6. Box1   7. brinjal, tomato, potato, cabbage, onion 8. 254, 
276, 201, 222     9. 16   10. 1cB, 2aD, 3dA, 4eE, 5bC   11. b  12. Art, dance, flute, music, piano, 
songs, work  
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Speed Test 16   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. How much time did you take to do this 
test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1. Pick beginning letters from box 1 and ending letters from Box 2 to make 8 
words. The first two answers are written for you. 
        Box1   beginning letters                             Box 2 ending letters 

Re   Tr    Ma     Pi     We    Go  ee    ad   ck    ke   at   nt 
 
Answers:  1. Read    2.Tree      3.          4.       5.         6.           
 
2.  Which word comes next? 

    sit,   bit, hit, lit, wit, pit   ____     Answer:   1. cup    2.  wet     3. fit    4.  hat 

 
3.  How many words have s in them? Count and write.  
 

mind scar fang past fume dose 
lose them ride cake rise feel 
pore went mean that deep must 
read vase bend ship weep long 
does show rage this like nose 

Example of words with s = scar, past, ship        Number of words with s   =                                                 
 
4.  Match the words in Box A with the words in Box B. 
 

giraffe    read    flower    music   ball dance    bat   books   height    bees 
 
5. Write in alphabetical order:   match,  pink,  ball,  wind,  cart,  trap, speed, 
quick 
 
6. Pick 4 animals smaller than a hen from the following. All things that move are 
animals.             fox    frog   cow    horse   crow   dog    caterpillar   zebra    snail  
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7. Mental math. Read and answer. Don’t use pen and paper.                                                 
Raju has 4 books. Raju gave two books to Hema. Veena gave six books to Raju. 
How many books does Raju have now? 
 
8.  Write the name of four colours.  
 
9.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

his    they   play    correct   
night  
   weak    busy    city    healthy 

study    sick   strong   village     
  her   day    lazy     we   wrong 

 
10.  Which one is different?                                                                                                 
      1.  January   March    Thursday   December    August  
      2.  hour    second   day   minute   time  week    year 
      3.  bus     car   ship     lorry     jeep  taxi  
 
11.  Pick the two correct sentences. 
     1. The rainbow has eight colours.       2. The elephant is the largest land 
animal.  
     3. Trains have wheels, not tyres.         4. Whales live in deserts.  
 
12.  Complete the chart using the information given below. 
          Raju got 60 marks in Hindi and 45 marks in math. Sheela got 89 marks in     
          English and 75 in Hindi. Haseena marks: Hindi 65   English 80   math 70.  
          Rita’s marks: math 66   science 58  English 90  Hindi 71   Raju got 55 marks  
          in science and 49 in English. Sheela has 75 in science and 59 in math.  
          Haseena scored 56 in science.    
 

student Hindi English science math 
Raju     
Sheela     
Haseena     
Rita     
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Speed Test 17  
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. How much time did you take to do this 
test? Check your answers given at the end of every five tests.  
 
1.  Some of the words in the box relates to time. We call them time words.                                
    – example yesterday, second, week, month. Write 4 time words from the box.    

 van   hour   table    tomorrow    year     book     minute   chair    
 
2.  Make the numbers odd by adding one number.  Example 6- 61,  16 - 169                                                                                               
         A.   46 ______    B.  388   ______    C.  2     ___   D. 854 ______       E.  3320 _______ 
 
Answer   A. 46     460   One is done for you. write the answers for the other questions.  
 
3.  Arun’s father is Rohit. Seema’s mother is Priya. Mary is the mother of Lekha. 
Ravi is the father of Lekha. Seema’s father is Girish.  Veena is the mother of 
Arun. Complete the chart.  
 

child mother father 
Arun 1. Rohit  

2. Mary Ravi 
Seema Priya 3.  

 
4.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the smallest?  
         a. 789 x 0      b. 10 +23 + 19       c. 78965 ÷  2       d. 105 - 100    
 
5. Write backwards. Example:  8456 – 6548,  1002 - 2001    769800293 - 392008967 
          1. 87412   -             2.  864    -             3. 890213   -         4. 7565950  -                                   
 
6. See the pattern and fill in the blanks.   
        A.   x   w   v   u   t   s    __             B.    12   23   34   45  56   ___ 
       C.   5   7    9   11     ___                 D.     ab3     cd3     ef3   gh3    ij3   kl3 
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7. Pick beginning letters from box 1 and ending letters from Box 2 to make 6 
words. The first two answers are written for you. 
 
                      Box1   beginning letters            Box 2 ending letters 

Fi      He    St     Ta     Zo       ay     re     ad       pe     om   
 
Answers:  1. Fire    2. Head       3.          4.       5.         6.          7.           8.  
 
8.  Which word comes next? 

    lap, cap, gap, nap, tap, sap   ____     Answer:   1.top    2. sip   3. map 4.  hat 

 
9.  How many words have s in them? Count and write.  
 

mind scam ride last fume dose 
lose them rise cake rose feel 
pose went mean fins deep must 
read vase bend ship weep sage 
does slow rang this like nose 

Example of words with s = scar, past, ship        Number of words with s   =                                                 
 
10.  Match the words in Box A with the words in Box B.  
 
                                 Box A                                                              Box B  
flute     river    cow    dog   hit   money    grass   beat  coins   bark   music   lake  

 
11. Write in alphabetical order:    
             ten,  hour,  done,  spin,  enough,  peel, finish 
 
12. Pick 4 animals taller than a lion from the following. All things that move are 
animals.      
               camel   crocodile   horse   dog    ostrich  turtle   zebra   
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Speed Test 18   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.   
 
1. Pick four animals taller than a dog. All things that move are animals. 
 

   hare   ant   horse    crocodile      deer     eagle     ostrich     hippo   
squirrel  

 
2.  Radhika has 8 sweets. Hema gave 2 toys to Radhika. Sheela gave five sweets 
to Radhika. Hema gave 9 toys to Sheela. How many sweets does Radhika have 
now?  
 
3.  Make five vegetables with - a   b   c   d   e   h  k   l  m   n   o   p   r    s   t   u 
     Answer examples:  drumstick, pumpkin    
     Write your answer. 1.                 2.                3.                4.                5.  
 
4.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

today    more    clever   finish  
  cruel    up       below   cheap  

costly        start    above      less  
  yesterday   down     stupid     kind 

 
5.  Which sentence is correct?                                                                                               
      1.  a. She leaving now.          b. They is leaving now.      c. I leave now.  
      2.  a. She plays cricket.         b. They are play cricket.    c. She is playing cricket.  
 
6. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.  
 

  thorns   wonderful    hides    time  any    upset  
 
1. There aren’t _____ dogs in the zoo.  2. Their mother bakes _____ cakes.  
3. The puppy _____ behind a bush.       4. Who has _____ to help me? 
 5. The rose plants have _____.              6. He is _____ because he got low marks. 
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7. Pick five 6-letter words from the box. Example of 6-letter words- theirs, 
winner.    
 

 blood     words     football     teeth     sister      castle    marks   
busy                                             
needle     crown     shaken    gold    loose    silver   stretcher   finish 

 
8. Arrange in alphabetical order                                                                                             
          soccer    cricket     tennis     hockey    basketball    golf   volleyball                           
 
9.  How many ‘sub’ and how many ‘ate’ are in the table? Count and write. 
 

cat ato eat sad ate bes 
fit sub ate bus boy sub 

dot ate sub eat sob win 
sub sum cut sub etc ate 
ate sub cot sob bag sub 

   Number of sub  =                                                                         Number of ate =  
 
10.  Which is different? Pick only one from each question.     
        1. Eagle, crow, pigeon, frog, parrot      2. Bear, goat, dog, horse, cow 
 
11. Mental math. Read and answer. Don’t use pen and paper. 
       Who has the most number of pens? 
 

Hema has 6 pens. She 
got 3 pens from Rema. 

Meera has 9 pencils. She 
gave 2 pens to Leela.  

Dhanya has 7 pens. She 
gave 2 pens to Vidya.  

Answer:     1. Hema                             2.Meera                                  3. Dhanya 
 
12. Match the following: 

1. pink a.  ambulance A. moon 
2. medicine  b.  parrot B. coffee 
3. eagle c.  star C. stretcher 
4. sun d.  milk D. blue 
5. tea e.  brown  E. crow 
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Speed Test 19   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.  
 
1. How many ‘g’ are there in Box 1 and how many 2 are there in Box 2? 
                                  Box 1                                                         Box 2 

bgypoghwgyghdycpgefpd   4  2  8  6 2 6  2  3  2  5  6  2  0  9  3  2  7  6    
 
2.  A set of three letter words are joined together. Separate them and write. 
       Example: mannewsaytipgummud  =  man  new  say  tip  gum mud  
                            nowwontenratgettapputhipbithisfunnot 
 
3.  Add a letter and make a new word.  Example: bag – bang, far- farm 
     1.  Letter t       2.  Letter b      3. Letter l        4 Letter t      5 Letter g 
          car                     one                 bet                   his                 son 
 
4.  Match the words in Box A with the explanation in Box B. 
                     Box A                Box B 

1. funny a. There was a traffic jam. 
2. thirsty b. The pet dog died. 
3. late c. We laughed a lot. 
4. sad d. The walls are clean. 
5. paint e. They were working in the sun for a long time.  

 
5. Pick all the seven odd numbers.                                                                                                         
      7     56     98     3    74   8    23     2000    765    88887    602   503   724     19 
6. Pick six living things from the box 
 
dog      chair      wall    ant      bee     sofa   road     snail     crab    super    this    
hen 

 
7. Write name of five places in India.  
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7. Mental math.  Don’t use pen and paper. Which one is not equal to 10?                                                 
                          1. 7 + 3     2. 5 + 5      3. 4 + 5      4. 8 + 2    5. 9 + 1  
 
8.  Which of the following is not in order?    
         1. January February March            2. Monday  Tuesday    Wednesday   
          3. September   November December        4. Sunday Monday Tuesday 
 
9. Unscramble the jumbled words. Clue animals – lphinod- dolphin, neh - hen 
         1. ionl     2. melac      3. rocw   4. alehw    5. woc   
 
10.  Which one is different?                                                                                                 
      1.  Monday   March    Thursday   Wednesday    Sunday  
      2.  lion    cow   dolphin   zebra   dog  camel     
      3.  sofa    table   chair     cot    stool  shirt 
 
11.  Pick the two correct sentences. 
     1. Lions and tigers don’t live in forest.       2. We can tame wild animals. 
     3. Ships are bigger than boats.                    4. Trains travel faster than planes.  
 
12.  Complete the chart using the information given below. 
          Priya got 60 marks in Hindi and 45 marks in math. Seena got 89 marks in     
          English and 75 in Hindi. Fatima’s marks: Hindi 65   English 80   math 70.  
          Hema’s marks: math 66   science 58  English 90  Hindi 71   Priya got 55 
marks  
          in science and 49 in English. Seena has 75 in science and 59 in math.  
          Fatima scored 56 in science.    
 

student Hindi English science math 
Priya     
Seena     
Fatima     
Hema     
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Speed Test 20   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test. 
 
1. Which is the smallest?  
              a. 4 x 5     b. 75 x 9      c. 102 x 0        d. 36 x 7    
 
2.  Peter got 60 marks in science. Ravi got 75 marks in Science. Lakshmi and Ravi 
got the same marks in science.     
       Pick the only correct statement from the following.  
       1. Lakshmi got less marks in science than Ravi.  
       2. Peter got more marks than Ravi in science. 
       3. Lakshmi got more marks than Peter in science.  
 
3.  Write name of  five animals using the letters  -  
                     c  a   h   k  b  e  f   i   o   d   u   n    x   r   t   p    g   y    l    m       
     Answer examples:   pony,   bear,   elephant,   ox,  donkey    
     Write your answer. 1.                 2.                3.                4.                5.  
 
4.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B.  
 

skinny    top   son    child   
  far    victory     early    truth  

daughter     lie       late  near 
  bottom   fat     adult     defeat   

 
5.  Remove one letter to make a new word.                                                                                    
             Example: song – son,    will _ ill,    goat – got,    chart - 
chat                                                                                                                                                                                               
             1. Rice      2. Ball     3. Song      4.  Cast      5. Soon      6. What 
 
6.Arrange the following in descending order.  
The biggest number to the smallest number. Example: 2689, 1799, 888, 624, 51, 3  
Question:  176, 831, 69, 40, 6983, 6000, 245, 48, 9, 762 
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7. Pick  six  items of furniture  from the box:     
 

  sofa   shops     chair      doors      carpenter    design      bench    window    
    desk     kitchen      cabbage     tables     clothesline    clips     cot 

 
8.  Pick five numbers between 500 and 600 from the box.                                                                       
 

   552    599    349   601   622     555   201    567   314   522   23    
 
 
9.  Look and find the answer: Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper. 
       .   .                                 .        
           .    .   .        +       .            +     .  .  .     =  
           .    .                         .                           
 
10.   Match the following: The first two are done for you.  
 

1. sofa a. today A. far 
2. near b. wheels B. desk 
3. palace c. distance C. building 
4. train d. bench D. engine 
5. yesterday e. fort E. tomorrow 

    Answer: 1, d, B ( sofa, bench, desk- furniture)    2, c, A(near, distance, far)                                  
Write answers for 3, 4 and 5 
 
11.  A set of three letter words are joined together. Separate them and write. 
       Example: mannewsaytipgummud  =  man  new  say  tip  gum  mud  
                            layyessonnewwinnottheeattoppettwoown 
 
12. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
            noun,   adverb,   grammar, words,   dictionary, tenses, spelling   
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Answers to Tests 16 to 20 

 
Answers to test 16  
 
1. read, tree, make, pink, went, goat   2. fit   3. 12   4. giraffe- height, read-books, flower-bees, 
music-dance, ball- bat    5. ball, cart, make, pink, quick, spend, trap, wind    6. frog, caterpillar, 
crow, snail   7. 8,    8. black, blue, brown, white   9. his-her, they-wet, play-study, correct- 
wrong, night-day, weak – strong, busy- lazy, city- village, healthy-sick       10. 1. Thursday   2. 
time                                 3. ship     11. 2,3  
12.   

student Hindi English science math 
Raju 60 49 55 45 
Sheela 75 89 75 59 
Haseena 65 80 56 70 
Rita 71 90 58 66 

 

 
Answers to test 17  
 
1. hour, tomorrow, year, minute.   2. Suggested answers as the answers vary –   463, 3889, 
21, 8545, 33203    3. Veena, Lekha, Girish   4. a    5. 21478, 468, 312098, 0595657   6. A r, B 
67, C 13, D     mn3    7. Stay, Tape, Zoom     8. map     9. 16   10. Flute- music, river- lake, cow- 
grass, dog – bark, hit- beat, money- coins 11 done, enough, finish, hour, peel, spin, ten     12. 
camel, horse, ostrich, zebra 
 
Answers to test 18 
 
1. 1. Horse, deer, ostrich, hippo 2. 13 3. Onion, tomato, potato, pumpkin, radish                                            
4. today- yesterday, more-less, clever-stupid, finish-start, cruel-kind, up-down, above-below, 
cheap-costly 5. 1. c, 2. a   6. 1. any, 2. wonderful, 3. hides, 4. time, 5. thorns, 6. upset 7.  
sister, castle, needle, shaken, silver, finish 8. basketball, cricket, golf, hockey, soccer, tennis, 
volleyball 9. Sub 7, ate 5   10. 1. frog, 2. cow,    11. Hema 9 pens     12. pink-brown-blue,                                               
2. medicine- ambulance- stretcher 3. eagle- parrot- crow 4. sun- star-moon 5. tea- milk - 
coffee   
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Answers to test 19  
 
1. g=5, 2= 6    3. cart, bone, belt, this, song      4. 1. c, 2. e, 3. a, 4.b, 5.d        5. 7,3,23, 765, 
88887, 503, 19    6.   dog, ant, bee, snail, crab, hen   7. Answers vary   8. 3   9. lion, camel, 
crow, whale, cow   10. 1. March, 2. dolphin, 3. shirt. 11.  2,3,12                                                                               
12  

student Hindi English science math 
Priya 60 49 55 45 
Seena 75 89 75 59 
Fatima 65 80 56 70 
Hema 71 90 58 66 

 
 
 
Answers to test 20    
 
1. c    2. 3-   3. Answers vary 4. skinny –fat, top – bottom, son – daughter, child- adult, far- 
near, victory- defeat, early – date, truth- lie 5. Ice, all, son, cat, son 6. 6983, 6000, 831, 762, 
245, 176, 68, 48, 40  7. Sofa, chair, bench, desk, tables, cot     8. 552, 599, 555, 567, 522     9. 
13                                                       11. 1dB, 2cA, 3eC, 4bD, 5aE   12. adverb, dictionary, 
grammar, noun, spelling, tenses, www.amritavidyalayam.org 
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Speed Test 21    
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. How much time did you take to do this 
test?  
 
1.  Arrange the following in descending order – biggest to the smallest    
     Question:  405, 69, 889, 2567, 5978, 1689, 512, 435, 39, 8 
 
2. How many  ‘n’  are there in the box? The number of n =   
 

wnmnw 
mnwmwnn 

mnwwwmnwm 
 
3.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

sunny    tight   more   
remember   
   left  after    skinny    first 

   loose    right   before    fat 
forget     last   cloudy    less 

 
4.  Complete the words. Only one letter is missing. Clue animals.  
      Note birds, insects are also animals.   
      Example: girafe – giraffe,  der – deer, eagl – eagle   wrm – worm 
      Question:  
           a. duc (a bird)    b. bt (It eats fruits)     d. got  (gives milk)    e. hn (a bird) 
 
5. Pick the two correct statements:                                                                                          
         1. April comes after March.            2. Sunday comes after Monday.  
         3. December comes before November.  4. May comes before June.  
 
6.   Mental math.  Don’t use pen and paper. Which one is not equal to 10?                                                 
                A)          1.  6 + 4     2.  8 + 2      3.  3 + 7      4.  5 + 6    
                B)           1. 7 +3      2. 5 +5         3.  8 +3       4.  9 +1 
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7.  Make the numbers odd by adding one number.  Example 8- 81,  16 - 
169                                                                                                
A.  44 ____    B.  3876   ____    C.  6   ___   D.  8406 ____       E.  332 ______ 
  Answer: One is done for you.  A. 44    441   Write the answers for the others.  
 
8.  Hema’s father is Mahesh. Rekha’s mother is Leela. Rita’s mother is Mary. 
Lekha is the mother of Hema.  Balaji is the father of Rekha. Paul is Rita’s father.  
Complete the chart.  
 

child mother father 
Hema 1. Mahesh 

2. Leela Balaji 
Rita Mary 3.  

 
9.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the smallest?  
         a. 6 + 97 +99      b. 10 +23 + 19       c. 130 + 2 + 18        d. 84 + 16 + 23    
 
10. Write backwards. Example:  8456 – 6548,  1002 - 2001    769800293 - 392008967 
 
        1. 6573   -             2.  543    -             3. 67890213   -         4. 7565950902  -  
 
11. See the pattern and fill in the blanks.   
        A.   l   m   n    o   p   q   __            B.    Mm     Nn   Oo   Pp    _____ 
       C.   8    10    12     14     ___          D.     ab6     cb6     eb6   gb6    _____ 
       E.   an   bn     cn     dn  ____         F.     go    ho     io    jo   ko   
 
12.  Pick beginning letters from box 1 and ending letters from Box 2 to make 6 
words. The first two answers are written for you. 
 
                      Box1   beginning letters            Box 2 ending letters 

Th      Fi    Ra     Se    Wa    Gi   in    ve     nd     ed    it    ey   
    1. They      2. Find        3.             4.          5.            6. 
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Speed Test 22   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.   
 
1. Pick four animals from the box.  All things that move are animals. 
 

   sand    snail     dolphin    house    whale    hand   porcupine     trees 
 
2. Which box is exactly the same as Box 1 
 

Box 1:    happy  draw   sake    hundred    bold   fine  6781   52053   end 
Box 2:    happy  drew   sale    hundred     gold   fine  6781   52053   end 
Box3:     happy  draw   sake    hundred    bold   fine  6781   52053   end 
Box4:     happy  draw   sake    hundred    bold   fine  7681   25035   end 

 
3. Complete the words:     1. Eart         2. Sta       3. Moo       4. Clou  
 
4. Unscramble the jumbled words.  Clue:  fruits   1. lapep      2.  eraong     3. 
nogma                                                                                                                  
 
5. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.  
 

  cloudy    fun    blew    school    rained   angry     
 
1. It is a _____ day.                                      2. It ______ yesterday.    
3. The teacher is ______ with students.  4. The wind _____ away all the flowers.  
    5. The kids are having ____ .   6. There is no _____ today.  
 
6. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
 
town, country, state, place, district, village   
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7.    How many ‘dark’ words are in the table?  Count and write.  
 

dark same lark soon dark step dark same hark same 
dome hark same dark bark dare bark dark soon done 
bark some dark same fork horn hunk must dark draw 

 
8.  Make the following numbers even by adding 0, 2,4, 6,or 8.                                               
Example: 75 – 758,    853 – 8536,   7 – 70,   7891 – 78914,  43 - 432 
Make the following numbers even.   1. 49 ___    2. 785 ____     3. 797  ____     
 
9.  Study the chart and answer the questions. Pass mark is 40.  
 

student English math science 
Ramesh 75 38 90 
Latheef 38 97 77 

John 61 70 83 
 
      Pick two correct statements:  
          1. Latheef has passed in all subjects.       2. Latheef is good at math.  
          3. Ramesh has failed in science.              4. All have passed in science. 
 
10.  Write three pairs of opposites.          
           Example: lucky – unlucky,  go – come,  plenty- few  
                     1.                      2.                      3.       
11.   Write backwards: Example finish = hsinif    learnt = tnrael          
1. fantastic   =   ________     2.  deliberate  =  ______ 
 
12. Make words by adding a letter in any position.                                                                                
Example:  shap – sharp   money – monkey    end  - bend    
1. Letter  m                 2. Letter  l                    3. Letter n           4. Letter   y                 
har                              tak                                dager                     angr  
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Speed Test 23   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.   
 
1. Write in figures. 
 

in words in figures 
1. eighty three  
2. two hundred sixty two  
3. eight thousand nine hundred one  

 
2. Match the beginning letters and the ending letters to make words. 
            Beginning letters                              ending letters  
1. Pi     2. Se     3. Wh      4. Bo    5. Ti     at      nk      me   en   ne 

 
3. There are 6 students and a teacher in a tuition class. How many legs are 
there? 
 
4. Find 3-letter words hidden in the following words.                                                                                  
      Example brown-  row   show – how     play – lay   coward – cow   boiler – oil  
          1.  pink       2. shed       3.zoom       4. drag       6. crow  
 
5. Study the table carefully.  
 

name   year of birth name   year of birth name year of birth 
Paul             2011 Rita          2014  Sheela      2018 

 
1. Who was born first?                       2. Who is the eldest?     
3.  Who is younger than Rita?           4. When was Paul born? 
 
6. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
teacher, carpenter, goldsmith, engineer, florist, doctor  
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7.  Match the word in Box 1 with the expressions in Box 2.  
 

Box 1 Box 2 
1.  milk a. The lion is angry. 
2.  roar b. Raju has a big house and three cars. 
3.  legs c. The farmer has three cows. 
4. wealthy d. The old man cannot walk. 

 
8. Pick 5 parts of our body from the following. 
 
knife     leg    play    liver    fever     heart    lucky    kidney    bone    tail 

 
9. There are two lions and two eagles. How many legs are there? 
 
10. Verbs show actions. Example: hit, burn, run, study- All these show actions. 
  These are action words or verbs.  See the box below. Pick the 4 verbs in the 
box.                                                                                                                                                         
 
winter     play    stool      glass   build    speak     teacher     cinema   cry     wet   

 
 11. Ram was born in 2000. Sheela was born in 2014. Radha’s year of birth is 
2015.Hema and Sam were born in the same year. Sam’s year of birth is 2001. 
Complete the chart. Fill in all the boxes. 
 
name Ram  Sam  Hema 
year of birth  2015  2014  

 
12.  How many ‘show’ words are in the table?  Count and write.  
 

show same shop moon claw show gone ship hark wash 
slow hark vase dark show plum bark king shop show 
shun blow show barn wish rush show wash dark draw 
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Speed Test 24   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.   
 
1. Just look and add. Don’t use pen and paper. 
.   .   .                 .           
                  .             +      .     +   .  .  .           =  
             .    .   .                 . 
 
2. Arrange the following in descending order.  Bigger to smaller. 
 
  765, 83, 999, 1001, 6798, 7689, 345, 435, 6, 89 
 
3. There are two lions and three crows. How many legs are there? 
 
4. Make words by adding a letter in any position.                                                                            
Example:  

a. Use l  
bend - blend 

b. Use t  
car - cart 

c. Use e  
cam - came 

d. Use s  
mot - most 

6. Use t 
hink - think 

 
              letter i            letter d        letter s       letter   g            letter f  
                  ran                  raw             plu                host                  ater 
 
5. Pick 6 five letter words from the box.    
       Example: table is a 5 letter word. Other examples - chair, their, tiger 
 

this        while        danger      clean         minor     plenty     seven                                                
mind         angry          player      flag       ripen         town       shed 

 
    6. Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the biggest?  
         a. 45 + 39        b. 22 + 37       c. 80 + 85        d. 63 + 41    
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7.  Fill in the blanks. Use are with plural. You, they, we are plural.    
     Use is with singular. He, she it are singular.   
     a. They ____ going to Mumbai.        b. ___ your puppy happy?    
     c. He ____ running very fast.            d. We _____ eating oranges.     
 
8. Pick 5 parts of a bird from the following. 
 
feather    leak      wing    horn     health    eyes   player   bones  said  beak 

 
9. Count the w in the box. How many w are there in the box? 
 

w   n   o  e  w   n  w  m  w  o 
       m   c   w     n    m     w   r 
           h    w    m    w     o     
                  n     w   e   m 

 
10. Verbs show actions. Example: hit, burn, run, study- All these show actions. 
 These are action words or verbs. Pick the 4 verbs (action words) in the 
box.                                                                                                                                                                           
 
summer     shout    stool     glass   jump     teacher  laugh    door   chew     
school  

 
 11. Radha has 60 marks in science. Sheela has 55 marks in science. Sona’s mark 
in science is 50.   Deepa got the same mark as Radha in science.  Lakshmi got 80 
marks in science.  Complete the chart. Fill in all the boxes. 
 
name Sheela  Sona  Deepa 
mark in science  60  80  

 
12.  Pick the one that is different. Pick only one from each line.                                                           
      A.     eagle      crow    mynah    frog    hen    
      B.     Meera       Malini    Rajesh   Malu 
      C.     book     pencil     chalk     pages   door 
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Speed Test 25   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.   
 
1. Mental math. Read the table and write who has the highest total.  
        Don’t use pen and paper.  Just look carefully and answer.  
 

student English science math 
Monu 35 49 83 
Sonu 88 94 76 
Damu 89 96 44 

 
2. Monu got 55 marks in science. Seena got 90 marks in English.  Seema has 76 
marks in science.  Monu has 84 marks in English. Seema has 65 marks in English. 
Seena has 60 marks in science.  Fill the chart.  
 

student science English 
Monu 1. 4. 
Seena 2. 5. 
Seema 3. 6. 

 
3.  write five words starting with s. Examples – sugar, sun, several, sand,  
shower  
 
4. How many words start with the letter m in the following table?  
 

man    one   mad    sin    map   eat   win   mew    sit   new    his    mop   
 
5. Write three pairs of opposites. Example: lucky – unlucky,  go – come         
 
6.  Match the beginning letters and the ending letters to make words. 
                             Beginning letters                                     ending letters  

1. Sh    2. La     3. Wa      4. Pl    5. Ca te     ay     relk   ed 
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7. Pick two correct statements:                                                                                              
1. Raju is older than his mother.       2. Tigers eat grass and fruits.  
        3.  We eat eggs of hen.                        4. Mangoes grow on trees.  
 
8. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.  
 

  understand   teaches    won     goes     
 
1. Malini _____ to school.     2. Reena _____ in a school. 
3. We don’t _____ what our teacher takes. 4. We _____ the match.  
 
9. Shyama has 8 sweets. Hema gave 2 sweets to Shyama. Sheela gave five toys 
to Veena. Priya took 2 toys from Hema. How many sweets does Shyama have 
now?  
 
10. Pick 6 nouns from the box. Nouns are things – park, table, car, football 
 

jump    cow   sing     bird    shirt    draw    house    run    mug    carpet 
 
 11. Hema’s father is Rajesh. Veena’s father is Mohan. Susan’s mother is Mary. 
Sheela is Tina’s mother.  Mathew is the father of Susan. Paul is Tina’s father. 
Neena is Veena’s mother.  Complete the chart.  
 

child mother father 
1.  Mary Mathew 
     Tina 2. Paul 
     Veena Neena 3.  

 

12. See the pattern and fill in the blanks. 
        A.   A   a    B   b    C    c  __                  B.   121    222    323  424    _____ 
       C.   1    3    5     7     9    11    ___         D.     aza     bzb     czc   dzd    ____   
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Answers to Tests 21 to 25 

 
Answers to test 21 
 
1.  5978, 2567, 1689, 889, 512, 435, 405, 69, 39, 8  2. n = 7  3. sunny- cloudy, tight- loose,                                               
more- less, remember- forget, left- right, after- before, skinny - fat, first- last   4.  duck, bat, 
goat, hen   5. 1,4  6. 4, 3  7. Answers vary - 441, 38765, 63, 84069, 3327     8. 1. Lekha, 2. 
Rekha,                      3. Paul    9. b       10. 3756, 345, 31209876, 2090595657 11.A. r, B. Qq, C. 
16, D. ib6,   E. en, F. lo  12. They, Find, Rain, Send, Wait, Give 
 

 
Answers to test 22 
1.  snail, dolphin, whale, porcupine  2. Box 3  3. Answers vary- Earth, Star, moon, Cloud4.  
apple, orange, mango   5. 1. cloudy, 2. rained, 3. angry, 4. blew, 5. fun, 6. school                     6. 
country, district, place, state, town, village  7. 7    8. 490, 7854, 7978 9. 2, 4   10. Answers vary  
11.1.  citsatnaf 2. etarebiled   12. harm, talk, danger, angry 
 
 
Answers to test 23 
 
1. 83, 2. 262, 3. 8901  2. Pink, Seen, What, Bone, Time3. 144. pin, she, zoo, rag, row                           
5. 1. Paul 2. Paul3. Sheela 4. 2011  6. carpenter, doctor, engineer, florist, goldsmith, teacher7. 
1c, 2a, 3d, 4b   8. leg, liver, heart, kidney, bone   9. 12   10. play, build, speak, cry 11.2000, 
2001, 2001     12. 6 
 
 
Answers to test 24 
 
1. 13     2. 7689, 6798, 1001, 999, 765, 435, 345, 89, 83, 614  3. 144. rain, draw, plus, ghost, 
after     5. while, clean, minor, seven, angry, ripen   6. c   7. are, Is, is, are   8. feather, wing, 
eyes, bones, beak    9. 9   10. shout, jump, laugh, chew 11.55, 50, 60  12. A. frog, B. Rajesh  C. 
door  
 
 
Answers to test 25 
 
1. Sonu     2. 1. 55, 2. 60, 3. 76, 4. 84, 5.90, 6. 65      3. Answers vary   4. 5     5.  Answers vary  
6. shed, late, walk, play, care  7. 3,4   8. 1. goes, 2. teacher, 3. understand, 4. won    9. 1010. 
cow, bird, shirt, house, mug, carpet    11.1. Susan, 2. Sheela, 3. Mohan  12. A. Dd, B. 525  C. 
13 D.eze  
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Speed Test 26   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.   
 
1. Match the opposites in Box A with Box B.  
 

peace   give    junior      full 
   laugh   tight    victory child 

adult      senior    loose   cry 
  war   defeat   empty   take 

 
2. One letter is missing in each word. Complete the words.   
    letter n       letter  b         letter c               letter i         letter h 
           a. ine       b. tale       c. peacok        d. shft      e. eigt 
 
3. Match the following: 
 

1. Raju  a. is ringing. 
2. The wheels b. is blowing. 
3. The phone  c. are moving. 
4. The cow  d. is driving very fast. 
5. The wind  e. is mooing. 

 
4. Make five words with -  n  a  k   h   b  e  s   i   o   d   u    c    v   r   t   p    y   l 
     Answer examples:   kick,   here,   cup,  drive ,  race    
     Write your answer. 1.                 2.                3.                4.                5.  
5. How many ‘h’ are there in Box 1 and how many 8 are there in Box 2? 
                   Box 1                                                           Box 2      

g  d   h   b o g  h  g  d  h  g   b  h  d  b  R   B    h     4  5  8   0   4  6  8  9  5  6 4   8  9  3  4  8  0   
 
6.  Complete the questions using - Who, Where, How, Why.  
 
      1. _____ did she go last week?          2. _____ is the train late?   
      3. _____ played with the boy?           4. _____ do you prepare for the test? 
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7.  Arrange the following in alphabetical order   
        Hindi     Tamil     Chinese    English     Arabic   Sinhalese    Oriya    Kashmiri  
 
8.   Which box is the same as Box A?  
                 Box   A                      Box B                        Box C                         Box D 

45    me    sit  8 
  like  boy  7  hiss 
crow  is  bite  09 

 45    my    sit  8 
 like  boys  7  
hiss 
crew  is  bite  09 

45   me  sat    8 
love  boy  7  hiss  
crow   is  lite  09 

45    me    sit  8 
  like  boy  7  hiss 
crow  is  bite  09 

 
9.  We can add 1,3,5,7 or 9 to make a number odd.  Example: 74 – 741,    860 – 
8603,   6 – 65, 7890 – 78907, 44 – 449.   Make the numbers in the box odd.                                                                               
 

  26         578      10        602         4354     
 
10.  Study the chart and answer the questions. Pass mark is 40.  
 

student English math science 
Vaishnavi 38 38 65 

Leena 78 47 33 
Daisy 89 54 78 

 
      1. Did any student fail in English?   2. How many students passed in science? 
      3. Who failed in math?      4. Did Daisy score more in science than in English? 
 
11. Pick the two correct statements:                                                                                                                      
         1. There are 34 hours in a day.            2. 60 seconds is a minute.  
         3. There are 30 days in February.        4. There are seven days in a week.  
 
12.   Mental math.  Don’t use pen and paper. Which one is not equal to 10?                                                 
                A)          1.  7+ 3     2.  9 + 1      3.  10+ 0      4.  6 + 6    
                B)           1. 5 +5      2. 8 +2         3.  4 +7       4.  1 +9 
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Speed Test 27 
 Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.  
Check your answers. 
 
1. Pick five 4-letter words from the box.  Example of 4-letter words- here, wind.    
 

dived    done   ring    scene   male   easier   fellow    pile   table   driver     
push                                        

 
2. Write in alphabetical order. See the second letter of the group of words. 
        able, after, again, and, apple, arrow, ask 
       Write in alphabetical order:  devil, done, drive, damage, dust  
 
3.  Just look and add. Don’t use pen and paper. 
.   .                    .                   . 
              .   .       +      .         +        .       .      =  
 
4.  Raju was born in 2004. Heera was born in 2008. Radha’s year of birth is 2010. 
Hema and Sam were born in the same year. Sam’s year of birth is 2006. 
Complete the chart. Fill in all the boxes.    
 
name Sam  Heera  Hema 
year of birth  2010  2004  

 
5. Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper. Who has the most number of books? 
 

Lakshmi has 4 books. She 
took 3 pens from Rema. 

Maya has 8 books. She 
gave 2 books to Rita.  

Leena has 3 pens and 2 
books. She got 3 books 
from Vidya.  

Answer:     1. Lakshmi                             2.Maya                                3. Leena 
 
6. Remove one letter to make a new word.  Example: song – son,    will – ill                                                                                                                          
          1. Mice      2. When     3. Nest      4.  Gold      5. Pink      6. Cart 
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7.  Match the word in Box 1 with the expressions in Box 2.  
 

Box 1 Box 2 
1. He is  a. using the computer? 
2.  They b. plucking flowers. 
3.  Who is  c. is raining. 
4. It  d. are mopping the floor. 

 
8. Pick 5 parts of our body from the following. 
 

level    throat    stool   heart   cough     finger    lucky   wrist    knee   
wings 

 
9. How many ‘nice’ words are in the table?  Count and write.  
 

nice same nice iced claw show gone nine nice wash 
nose lice nose nine show nice bark king none mine 
mice grit slow none wish rush mice wash dark nice 

 
10. Verbs show actions. Example: hit, burn, run, study- 
 All these show actions. These are action words or verbs. Pick the verbs in the 
box.                                                                                                                                                                           
 
feather    ride    nest    destroy    building    church    come   coat    draw     write 

 
 11.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

sweet    skinny     sunny    smile  
    small      some      sell       
slow 

  many       frown      fat       fast 
cloudy       big       sour     buy   

 
12.  Fill in the blanks using has / have. Use has with singular and have with 
plural. 
     a. He _____ three brothers.            b. They____ a pet dog.    
     c. Birds _____ two wings.                d. The bus ____ six tyres 
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Speed Test 28  
 Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.    
 
1. Which is the smallest?  Just look and answer. Don’t use pen and paper.  
          a. 36 x 8     b. 75 x 9      c. 50 x 8       d. 69 x 7          
 
2.  Complete the questions using the words in the box. Use all the words. 
 

Who      Where     How      When    Why     What 
 
      1. _____ do they play?                         2. _____are the children unhappy?  
      3. _____ much do I have to pay?       4. _____ is the name of the book? 
      5.______ is your train?                        6. _____ won the match? 
 
3.  People keep vegetables and ice cream inside me. I am cold inside. I have a 
big door. They keep fish and chicken curry also inside me. Who am I?  
 
4. Which comes before Friday and after Wednesday?     
 
5.  See the pattern and make the two sentences into one.                                                                                                                
                           Mary is tall. Sheela is tall.       Meera and Sheela are tall.  
                           Priya is short. Liya is short.     Priya and Liya are short.  
     1. Dinesh is tall. Raju is tall.                 2. Laxmi is tall. Divya is tall.    
     3. Leela is short. Rema is short.          4. Paul is short. George is short.  
 
6. This is a glass of orange juice. I have kept it inside the fridge for a short time.  
      I have just taken it outside the fridge. Which is the only correct statement?  
 
     1. The juice is so hot I cannot drink it now.  2. It has tomato inside.  
     3. The juice is kept in a flask.   4. The juice is not so cold and I can drink it 
now.                   
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7.  Fill in the blanks using these words:        water / grow / many /  flower 
 
1. Rose is a _______.      2. In my garden, there are _____ rose plants.                                   
3. My sisters ______ the plants.     4. Rose plants need water to _____.                                                                   
 
8.  Pick five odd numbers from the box.                                                                                               
          All numbers ending in 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are odd numbers. Example: 43, 859, 35, 1021, 
137 
 

35381    740      1     900       45    4424     579     532     56783     
 
9.  Ravi’s father is Rajesh. Seema’s mother is Vimala. Lekha is the mother of 
Ravi. Tina’s mother is Sheela. Suresh is the father of Seema. Paul is Tina’s father.  
Complete the chart.  
 

child mother father 
Ravi 1. Rajesh 

2. Vimala Suresh 
Tina Sheela 3.  

 
10.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the smallest?  
         a. 76 + 37 +87      b. 20 +64 + 77       c. 23 + 29 + 39        d. 65 + 48 + 21    
 
11. I am a boy. My mother’s name is Mary. I am my father’s only child.  
       Which of the following is the only correct statement?  
       1. Mary has three children.       2. I have a brother.  
       3. I am Mary’s son.                     4. I am my father’s daughter.  
 
12.     Singular: He, She, It. With singular use is.  
           Plural:  You, we, they. With plural, use are.  Fill in the blanks using is/are.  
       1. They ___ walking very fast.       2. She ____ running to catch the bus.  
       3. ____ you going to Mumbai?     4.  We ____ having lunch.  
       5. They ____ playing cricket.         6.    George _____ cycling.    
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Speed Test 29 
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.   
 
1. Raju plays hockey. Shyam and Paul play hockey and cricket. Paul plays chess 
with Raju. Paul is the captain of football team and Latheef is a member of this 
team. Complete the chart by putting  or x mark. Some are done for you.  
 

Game Paul Shyam Raju Latheef 
hockey    x 
chess  x  x 
cricket     
football     

 
 
2.  Radhika has 8 books. Hema gave 2 toys to Sheela. Leena gave five books to 
Radhika. Hema gave 9 books to Sheela. How many books does Radhika have 
now?  
 
3.  Find 3-letter words hidden in the following words.                                                                                                                                                                           
      Example  brown-  row   show – how     play – lay   coward – cow   boiler – oil  
1.  When       2. Orange       3. Violet       4. Flower       6. there   
 
4.  Match the words with the same meaning in Box A and Box B. 
 

big     hide   small  mad    under  cover     huge  angry  below  tiny 
 
5. Sachin has six cakes. Rahul has three cakes more than Virat.  Virat has five 
cakes. Who has the most number of cakes? 
 
6. In a secret code A=1, B=2, C=3, D=4, E =5, F=6. In this code, DBA is written as 
421.   CDE = 345,   BACD = 2134,  FEAD = 6514 
     Write the code for  (a) ECD   (b) FDAB     (c) ABCD   (d) BCCAD 
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7. Which is the smallest?  
              a. 41 x 5     b. 75 x 2      c. 578 x 0        d. 36 x 72    
 
8.  Arrange the following four sentences in the sequence. Write what happened 
first, second, after that etc? 
        1. When he finished eating the ice cream, he saw a poor little girl.  
        2. Dhyan bought an ice cream and started eating the ice cream. 
        3. Dhyan was happy to see the girl eating the ice cream 
        4. The girl didn’t have money. So Dhyan bought an ice cream for her.  
            The correct sequence is :  a. 1234     b. 4321    c. 2143    d. 
1243                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 
9.  This is big. These are small. See this pattern (big and small are opposites).                    
Fill in the blanks using the opposites-    sour  /  dirty /  bad / costly  
         1. This egg is nice.  These eggs are ____.  
         2. This book is _____.  These books are cheap.  
         3. This orange is ______. These oranges are sweet.  
         4.  This room is neat. These rooms are ______.  
 
10. One letter is missing in each word. Complete the words.   
               letter b           letter  r         letter e                letter y          letter i 
           a. ring           b. chat        c. her             d. part        e. dong 
 
11.  Write five words  using the letters  -  
                    a   b   c    d   e   f    g    h   i   l    m   n    o   p    r    t    u           
     Answer examples:   train,  gold,  hill ,  meet, teacher   
     Write your answer.   1.                   2.                    3.                 
 
12. Pick the one that is different. Pick only one from each line.                                                                
      A.     mother     father    nurse    uncle    son    
      B.     Leela       Meena    Rita    Suresh   Priya 
      C.     football    hockey    ground    volleyball   cricket   
      D.     book    pen     school   pencil     eraser 
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Speed Test 30   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.   
 
1. Mental math. Read the table carefully. Don’t use pen and paper.   
     A. Who has the highest total marks?     B. Who has the least total marks?  
 

student English science math 
Leela 30 56 54 
Sunil 29 71 53 
Madhu 78 85 67 
Veena 35 29 36 

 
2. Mohan came at 6:00. Viji came at 6:30.Sonu came at 7:30. Leela came at 
6:45. Balu came at 7:20. Sita came at 5:50. Fill in the chart.  
 

Name   Balu Sonu  Viji 
Time 6:45 6:00   5:50  

 
3. Read the question 2 and answer:   
         A. Who came first?                                    B. Who came last?    
        C. Who came after Balu?                           D. Who before 6:00? 
 
4. Write three pairs of opposites. Example: bright- dull, slow- fast, heavy - light 
        1.                                    2.                                          3.  
 
5.  Match the beginning letters and the ending letters to make words. 
                             Beginning letters                                     ending letters  

1. Mu    2. Fig    3. Sou      4. Dri    5. Ca    nd     sh     ch   ve   ht 
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6.   Make words by adding a letter in any position.                                                                           
Example:  shap – sharp   money – monkey    end  - bend    
1. Letter a                 2. Letter m                    3. Letter e          4. Letter   b                 
         wste                          arch                               mony                    ridge  
 
7.  Make the following numbers even by adding 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8.                                            
Example: 75 – 758,    853 – 8536,   7 – 70,   7891 – 78914,  43 - 432 
Make the following numbers even.   1. 57 ___    2. 643 ____     3. 799  ____     
 
8.  Study the chart and answer the question. Pass mark is 40.  
 

student English math science 
Ramesh 75 38 90 
Anwar 38 97 77 
John 61 70 83 

 
      Pick two correct statements:  
     1. Anwar has failed in English.                    2. Anwar got the least marks in 
math.  
     3. Ramesh has poor marks in science.      4. John passed in all the subjects.  
 
9.   Find the two from the following that are not in order.  
         1. 1001, 2001, 5001, 4001, 6001      2.  Wednesday    Thursday  Friday 
        3. abc    def    ghi   jkl   mno                4.  April     May     July    June 
 
10. Unscramble the jumbled words.  sga – gas, npa – pan,  tblesegeva - 
vegetables 
         1. oonps     2. oevts       3. igerfd      4.telpa    5.  snki  
 
11.  Use does with singular – he, she, it   do with plural – you, we, they use do.  
        Use do with I. Complete the questions using does/do 
 
          1. _____ they play cricket?              2. _____ she sing Malayalam songs? 
          3. _____ he go to school?                4. _____ we have to go now? 
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Answers to Tests 26 to 30 

 
Answers to test 26 
1.  peace- war, give-take, junior-senior, full-empty, laugh-cry, tight- loose, victory- defeat, 
child-adult  2.nine, table, peacock, shift, eight  3.  1d, 2c, 3a, 4e, 5b  4.  Answers vary   5. h = 8,   
8 = 4  6. 1. Where, 2.Why, 3.Who, 4. How  7. Arabic, Chinese, English, Hindi, Kashmiri, Oriya, 
Sinhalese, Tamil    8. Box D     9. 263, 5785,101, 6027,4354910. 1.Yes, 2.Two, 3.Vaishnavi, 
4.No 11.2,4   12. A 4, B 3 
 
 
Answers to test 27 
1. done, ring, male, pile, push   2. damage, devil, done, drive, dust  3. 94. Sam 2006, Heera 
2008, Hema 2006   5. Maya    6. ice, hen, net, god, ink, cat/art 7. 1b, 2d, 3a, 4c 8. throat, 
heart,                                              finger, wrist, knee 9. 5  10. ride, destroy, come, draw, write 
11. sweet- sour,   skinny - fat, sunny- cloudy, smile- frown, small- big, sell - buy, slow - fast  
12. a: has, b have,    c have, d has 
 
 
Answers to test 28  
1. 6    2.  1 Where, 2 Why, 3 How, 4 What, 5 When, 6 Who      3. Fridge      4. Thursday                                      
5. Dinesh and Raju are tall.  Laxmi and Divya are tall. Leela and Rema are short.  6. 4  7. 
1flower,    2many, 3water, 4grow    8. 35381, 1, 45, 579, 56783  9. 1Lekha, 2Seema, 3Paul     
10. C    11.3 12. 1are, 2is, 3are, 4are, 5are, 6is 
 
 
Answers to test 29 
 
1. cricket- Paul, Shyam, Raju x, Latheef x, football- Paul, Shyam x, Raju x, Latheef         
2. 8   3.  1hen, 2ran, 3let, 4low, 5her, ere, the      4.  big- huge, hide- cover, small- tiny,                             
mad- angry, under- below 5. Rahul 6.a534, b6412, c1234, d23314   7.  C   8. 2143   9.1nice, 
2cheap, 3sweet, 4neat   10. a bring, b chart, c here, d party, e doing   11. Answers vary                                                                
12.  A nurse, B Suresh, C ground, D school 
 
Answers to test 30  
 
1. A: Madhu, B: Leela    2. Leela 6:45, Mohan 6:00, Balu 7:20, Sonu 7:30, Sita 5:50, Viji 6:30,                   
3. A: Sita, B: Sonu, C: Sonu, D: Sita   4. Answers vary    5.  Much, Sound, Fight, Drive, Cash                               
6. waste, march, money, bridge 7.  570, 6434, 7998 8. 1,4  9.  1,4 10. Spoon, stove, fridge, 
plate, sink 11. Do Does, Does, Do 
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Speed Test 31 
 Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.  
Check your answers. 
1.  In only one box the words are not arranged alphabetically. Which is that 
box? 
 

 Box 1:   carry   dive    give     lake     marry     nice     take     wind  
Box 2:    apple  custard   diamond    energy    fun  jam    line   park   
Box3:     dog    elephant  hippo   fox    goat    rabbit     kangaroo   jackal  

 
2.  Make the following numbers odd by adding one number 
 

384      6       180      3354     272           
 
3.  Look and find the answer: Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper. 
.   .   .                          .    .  
           .   .   .          +   .    .    +     . . .       =  
 
 4.   Match the following: 
 

1. Do the children a. film songs? 
2. Are they  b. late?  
3. Is she singing c. swim in the river? 
4. Why is the train d. he come back?  
5. When will e. happy to go to the picnic? 

 
5.  Look and answer. Mental maths. No pen and paper.   Which is the biggest?    
                a. 5 + 9 +7      b.  19 – 10         c. 24 x 7        d.  14  ÷ 14 
 
6. Write 5 words starting with the letter n.  Example: navy, never, new, noun 
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7. Complete the chart using the information given below. 
          Lekha got 62 marks in Hindi and 54 marks in math. Shilpa got 89 marks in     
          English and 75 in Hindi. Rema’s marks: Hindi 72   English 91   math 60.  
          Praveena’s marks: math 66   science 58 English 90 Hindi 71.  Rema has    
          65 marks in science and Shilpa has 75 marks in math. Lekha got 63 in     
          Science and 69 in English. Shilpa also scored 63 in science.    
 

student Science Hindi English math 
Lekha     
Rema     
Praveena     
Shilpa     

 
8.  Which of the following is not correct?    
         1. The sun rises in the east.               2. The young cats are called puppies. 
         3.  We never see moon at night.     4.  The giraffe is taller than camels. 
 
9. Unscramble the following sentences.  
         1. boy sleeping The is.                    2. Are books my Where? 
          3. he Did to temple the go?         4. writing The are children. 
 
10.  Pick 4 five-digit numbers from the box.    
       Example: 67823 is a 5-digit numbers. Other examples – 89031, 56393, 
77777 
 

5690      409123    55555     768320   45091   23415    666666     90482   
395801 

 
11.  Pick beginning letters from box 1 and ending letters from Box 2 to make 6 
words. The first two answers are written for you. 
 
                      Box1   beginning letters            Box 2 ending letters 

aga      spe    lov    cor    bla    giv    ner     en       in     ed    ck    
ak   

 
12. Arrange in alphabetical order:  dog, ace, mat, can, ray, get, yet, zoo, why 
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Speed Test 32    
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. How much time did you take to do this 
test?  
 
1.  Arrange the following in descending order – biggest to the smallest    
               1405, 690, 889, 257, 598, 1689, 512, 400, 391, 80 
 
2. How many   ‘e’ are there in the box? The number of n =   
 

eoceoec 
ccooeeeoce 

eceoeceenoeexnm 
 
3.  Match the opposites in Box A and Box B. 
 

give   loose   friend   accept  dry 
   serious    tiny   silent   angry  

  large     enemy    funny     calm  
wet    noisy   take   reject    
tight  

 
4.  Complete the words. Only one letter is missing.  
          A. letter a       B. letter i        C. letter m        D.  letter f  
                bdge              grl                         atch                    ater  
5. Pick the two correct statements:                                                                                          
     1. The moon rotates around sun.           2. Friday comes after Thursday.  
     3. February has lesser days than March.   4. Mount Everest is the shortest 
peak.   
 
6.    

student Geetha Rekha Mala Pinky 
mark 650 469 696 487 

 
      1. Who got the highest marks?      2. How many got less than 500 marks?  
      3. Geetha got more marks than Pinky. True/False 
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7. Pick  three  vegetables:  orange   train  tomato   banana   banian   peas    
onion      
 
8.  Pick five odd numbers from the box.                                                                                               
 

35381    745      1     900       46    4424     579     532     56783     
 
9.  Ravi’s father is Rajesh. Seema’s mother is Vimala. Lekha is the mother of 
Ravi. Tina’s mother is Sheela. Suresh is the father of Seema. Paul is Tina’s father.  
Complete the chart.  
 

child mother father 
Ravi 1. Rajesh 

2. Vimala Suresh 
Tina Sheela 3.  

 
10.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the smallest?  
         a. 46 + 37 +38      b. 20 +34 + 40      c. 63 + 39 + 89        d. 84 + 48 + 73    
 
11.  Rows are horizontal (→). Columns are vertical (↓).   
        How many rows are there in the following box? How many columns?  
 

     
     
     

 
12. See the pattern and fill in the blanks. 
 
       A.   aa   bb   cc   dd   __                     B.    3   44    555   6666    _____ 
       C.   12    14    16      ___                     D.   one     two      three     four     ____ 
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Speed Test 33   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test..  
 
1. Pick four animals smaller than a rabbit. All things that move are animals. 
 

goat      caterpillar      ant      cow       deer     snail    dog      tortoise 
 
2.  Radhika has 8 sweets. Hema gave 2 sweets to Radhika. Sheela gave five 
sweets to Hema. Meena gave three sweets to Radhika. Malini gave two toys to 
Radhika. How many sweets does Radhika have now?  
 
3.  Make five words with -   a  b  c  d  e  n  h  i  k  l  o  p  r  s  t   u   w  y                          
     Answer examples:   band, press, wide,  known,  sports,  kitchen    
     Write your answer. 1.                 2.                3.                4.                5.  
 
4.  Pick beginning letters from box 1 and ending letters from Box 2 to make 6 
words. The first two answers are written for you. 
 
                      Box1   beginning letters            Box 2 ending letters 

awa    dama    peo    ga    bla    
lea 

  ge     ck      me      ke     ve     
ple  

 
5.  Which sentence is correct?                                                                                               
   1.  A. He will comes today.    B. He will come today.     C. I He comes yesterday.  
   2.  A. She have two toys.       B. She has two toy.           C. She has two toys.  
 
6. Fill in the blanks using four words from the box.  Two words are extra.  
 

 angry     coming     open     got    funny    
sleep    

 
1. The school is not ____ today.            2. They can _____ for some more time.   
3. Some relatives are ____ for lunch.   4. We all _____ busy. 
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7. Write 5 numbers between 300 and 400.  
 
8.  See the table and answer.  
                                               col 1        col 2        col 3        col 4      col 5 

Row 1 65 89 92 56 78 
Row 2 22 45 90 43 37 

 
1. Which number is in col 3 and row 1?  2. Which number is in row 2 and col 4? 
     3. Which number is in col 5 and row 2?  4. Which number is in row 1 and col 
1? 
 
9.  Look and find the answer: Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper. 
           .    .                 .               .  .        
           .    .           +       .    +     .  .    + .  .  .    =  
           .    .   .                    .       .  . 
 
10.   Match the following: The first two are done for you.   
 

1. train a. carry A. journey 
2. land b. well B. branches 
3. bag c. passengers C. harvest 
4. dig d. knife D. cut 
5. sharp e. farmers E. water 

    Answer: 1, c, A ( train, passengers, journey)    2, e, C (land, farmers, harvest)                                  
Write answers for 3, 4 and 5.  
 
11.  Look and answer. Mental maths. Don’t use pen and paper.       
         Which is the smallest?  
         a. 5 + 6 +3      b. 234 x 1       c.  50 ÷ 1     d.  45 - 44 
 
12. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
            farmers, dig, carry, harvest, branches, knife, bag    =  
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Speed Test 34   
Answer the questions as quickly as you can. Both speed and correctness are 
required. Attempt all the questions. Note the time taken to complete the test.   
 
1. Mental math. Read the table and write who has the highest total.  
     Don’t use pen and paper.  Just look carefully and answer.  
 

student English science math 
Rita 56 77 79 
Mary 76 94 66 
Fatima 55 94 67 

 
2. Monu got 68 marks in science and 39 marks in English. Seena got 79 marks in 
English.  Seema has 54 marks in science.  Seema’s marks: English 71, math 56, 
science 85.  Seena has 70 marks in science and 60 in math.  Fill the chart.  
 

student science English 
Monu 1. 4. 
Seena 2. 5. 
Seema 3. 6. 

 
3.  Write five words starting with r. Examples – rise, rob, reject, really,  ribbon  
 
4. How many 6- digit numbers are there? Example- 597821 
 
           4591    783201    59832     222222      66666     567       982103     6790780 
 
5. Write three pairs of opposites. Example: lucky – unlucky,  go – come         
 
6. Join parts of the words in the first box and the second box to make 5 words.  
 

1. Fin    2. Mon     3. Whi      4. Ple    5. Let    ch      ter     day     nty   ish    
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7. Write backwards these numbers.    657800921453        7643200096631  
 
8. Write in alphabetical order. See the second letter of the group of words. 
        able, after, again, and, apple, arrow, ask 
       Write in alphabetical order:  money, milk, matter, meat, munch  
 
9.  See the table and answer.  
                                               col 1        col 2        col 3        col 4      col 5 

Row 1 65 89 92 56 78 
Row 2 22 45 90 43 37 

 
     1. Which number is in col 5 and row 2?  2. Which number is in row 1 and col 
1? 
     3. Which number is in col 4 and row 2?  4. Which number is in row 2 and col 
3? 
 
10.  Peter was born in 2005. Hema was born in 2007. Radha’s year of birth is 
2010. Hema and Ria were born in the same year. Ria’s year of birth is 2006. Lata 
was born in 2001. Complete the chart. Fill in all the boxes.    
 
name Radha  Peter  Hema 
year of birth  2007  2001  

 
11. Mental math. Don’t use pen and paper. Who has the most number of 
books? 
 

Lakshmi has 6 books. She 
took 3 toys from Rema. 

Maya has 7 books. She 
gave 2 books to Rita.  

Leena has 3 pens and 6 
books. She got 3 books 
from Vidya.  

Answer:     1. Lakshmi                             2.Maya                                3. Leena 
 
12. Remove one letter to make a new word.  Example: song – son,    will – 
ill                                                                                                                                                                                                
          1. There      2.  Read     3.  Boil     4.  Drive      5. Spoon      6. Salty                                                
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Speed Test 35 
Answer the questions as quickly as you can.   Attempt all the questions.    
 
1. Pick four animals from the box.  All things that move are animals. 
 

tree    caterpillar    snail   tight     hyena       blip    feel     cage     wolf 
 
2. Which box is exactly the same as Box 1 
 

Box 1:    luckydinesdreamlikely6781furore7a8nc9AGGRIEVED 
Box 2:    luckydinesdreamlikely6781furore7a8nc9BGGRIEVED 
Box3:     lankydinesdreimlikaly6781furore7a8nc9BGGRIEVED 
Box4:     luckydinesdreamlikely6781furore7a8nc9AGGRIEVED 

 
3.    See the table and answer.  
                                               col 1        col 2        col 3        col 4      col 5 

Row 1 are din see tea his 
Row 2 her too win rag pot 

 
     1. Which word is in col 4 and row 1?  2. Which word is in row 2 and col 1? 
     3. Which word is in col 2 and row 2?  4. Which word is in row 2 and col 5? 
 
4. Write backwards these numbers.    657800921453        7643200096631  
 
5. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.  
 

closed     brakes     class     feeding     scared    raining 
 
1. There was no ____ today.       2. It has been ______ all day. 
3. The _____ of the car are not working.  4. We are not ______ of spiders.  
5. The banks are ____.   6. The zookeeper is ______ the animals. 
 
6. Arrange the words in alphabetical order.  
       Example:    dog, cat, bear, tiger, lion, giraffe    =     bear, cat, dog, giraffe, lion 
                         sure, many,  wind, lack, giant, pink, horse 
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7. Mental math.  Don’t use pen and paper. Which one is not equal to 20?                                                 
           1.     17 + 3     2. 5 + 15      3. 4 + 16      4. 18 + 12    5.13 + 7 
 
8.  Which of the following is not in order?    
       1. July, June, August                   2. eight, nine, ten 
       3. February, March, April          4. 275, 276, 277 
 
9. Unscramble the jumbled words. Clue animals – lphinod- dolphin, neh - hen 
         1. ionl     2. melac      3. riteg   4. alehw    5. woc   
 
10.  Which one is different?                                                                                                 
      1.  Monday   March    Thursday   Wednesday    Sunday  
      2.  lion    cow   dolphin   zebra   dog  camel     
      3.  sofa    table   chair     cot    stool  shirt 
 
11.  Pick the two correct sentences. 
     1. Lions and tigers don’t live in forest.       2. We can tame wild animals. 
     3. Ships are bigger than boats.                    4. Trains travel faster than planes.  
 
12.  Complete the chart using the information given below. 
          Priya got 60 marks in Hindi and 45 marks in math. Seena got 89 marks in     
          English and 75 in Hindi. Fatima’s marks: Hindi 65   English 80   math 70.  
          Hema’s marks: math 66   science 58  English 90  Hindi 71   Priya got 55 
marks  
          in science and 49 in English. Seena has 75 in science and 59 in math.  
          Fatima scored 56 in science.    
 

student Hindi English science math 
Priya     
Seena     
Fatima     
Hema     
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Answers to Tests 31 to 35 

 
Answers to test 31 
1.  Box 3 2. 3841, 63, 1805 3.  134      4.  1c, 2e, 3a, 4b, 5d 5.  C   6. Answers vary   
7.  

student Science Hindi English math 
Lekha 63 62 69 54 
Rema 65 72 91 60 
Praveena 58 71 90 66 
Shilpa 63 75 89 75 

 
8. 2, 3    9. The boy is sleeping. Where are my books? Did he go to the temple? The children 
are writing.  10. 55555, 45091, 23415, 90482   11. again, speed, loved, corner, black, given                               
12. Ace, can, dog, get, mat, ray, why, yet, zoo 
 
 
 
Answers to test 32 
1. 1689, 1405, 889, 690, 598, 512, 490, 391, 257, 80   2. 14   3.  Give -  take, loose - tight, 
friend – enemy, accept – reject,  dry – wet, serious – funny, tiny – large, silent – noisy, angry – 
calm                   4. Badge, girl, match, after 5.  2, 3   6. Mala, 2, True   7. Tomato, peas, onion 8. 
35381, 745, 1, 579, 56783 9. 1 Lekha, 2. Seema, 3. Paul   10.  b 11. Rows 3, columns 5   12. A 
ee, B.  77777        C 18,  D. five  
 
 
Answers to test 33    
1. Caterpillar, ant, snail, tortoise   2. 13     3. Answers vary   4. Awake, damage, people, game, 
black, leave.    5. 1B, 2C    6. 1open, 2sleep, 3coming, 4got   7.  Answers vary    8. 1- 92, 2- 43,                    
3- 37,   4 - 65   9. 19      10. 3-bag, carry, things   4- dig, well, water 5. Sharp, knife, cut    11 d                     
12. bag, branches, carry, dig, farmers, harvest, knife 
 
 
Answers to test 34 
1. Mary      2. 1- 68, 2- 70, 3- 85, 4- 39, 5- 79, 6-71   3. Answers vary   4. 3   5. Answers vary                
6. Finish, Monday, Which, Plenty, Letter 7.  354129008756,   1366900023467   8. Matter, 
meat, milk, money, munch2143   9.1-37, 2-65, 3-43, 4-90   10. Radha 2010, Ria 2006, Peter 
2005,               Lata 2001, Hema 2006   11. Leena 9   12. Here, red, oil, dive, soon, salt 
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Answers to test 35  
 
1. Caterpillar, snail, hyena, wolf   2. 4    3. Tea, too, her, pot   4. 354129008756     
1366900023467   5.  1class, 2rainy, 3brakes, 4scared, 5closed, 6feeding    6. Giant, horse, lack, 
many, pink, sure, wind waste   7. 4     8. 1   9.  1lion, 2camel, 3tiger, 4whale, 5cow   10.  
1March, 2dolphin, 3shirt 11. 2,3  12 

student Hindi English science math 
Priya 60 49 55 45 
Seena 75 89 75 59 
Fatima 65 80 56 70 
Hema 71 90 58 66 
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